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From the President’s Desk

Dear Readers,

A

s we step in to the New Year we are also stepping in to the new economic order in our country and in a
newer era of global relationships for India. Let us look at the changing world order to start with. As is
well known the United States and its policies have always had a profound effect on the regional power balances
as well as on the state of economy. The Donald Trump presidency will start this month. His pronouncements
so far indicate that this will be the hardest ever stand that the US took in respect of china and its policy.
President elect Donald Trump’s assertion to “Make America Great Again” may trample on the toes of “Make
in India”, out sourcing of work to India and in visa regulations hurting Indian interests. In a way it will put
the diplomatic acumen of our Prime Minister to test as he will have to re-engineer the Indo–US relationship
in the emerging ecosystem of domestic compulsions for both the countries.
2017 will put our PM to yet another test. The last two months of 2016 and the first three months of 2017
will continue to be dominated by the logistics of cash management in the post demonetisation scenario.
Revival and acceleration of economic growth using the benefits of this unprecedented bold manoeuvre will
engage our PM and the government in most of this year. Many economists including Dr. Manmohan Sing
and Dr. Amartya Sen have criticised the move of demonetisation and have been labelling this initiative as a
doomed effort which will retard the growth rate. We in MEDC do not agree with this view. The effects of
demonetisation have to be studied in the short, medium and long term. While in the short term it is more of
a problem of management of cash availability, in the medium term it will indeed reduce the growth rates by
less than a percent or so but in the long run the nation will have gained a lot more than just the growth rate.
The government can be expected to have predicted this and will have planned and mid course corrections
to overcome the foreseen and unseen problems. As eminent economist Mr. Sunil Bhandare has stated in
the concluding observation of his article this month that even if the final tally shows 7 to 8 percent of the
SBNs worth Rs.108,000 crores to 125,000 crores that did not come for exchange and are hence extinguished
will remain As the non-monetary liability in RBI’s balance sheet which can be transferred to the treasury.
Another 120,000 to 150,000 crores surrendered as unaccountable income will bring in an additional 60,000 to
75,000 crores will bring in additional revenue in the form oof income tax.and on top of that banks will have
non interest bearing depositsof Rs 30 to 35 thousand crores for a period of four years. As we go to press
the Prime Minister spoke to the nation on 31 Dec 2016. His speech was a clear indication of his larger well
thought out plan. The focus of attention is rural India and the MSMEs. Let us look at the key announcements
made by him.
Farmers:
• Firstly three crore farmers who have the Kisan Credit Cards, will be given RuPay debit cards within three
months to facilitate ease of use.
• Banks will not charge interest for 60 days on loans taken from district cooperative central bank and primary
societies for rabi crop.
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• The loss that NABARD suffered by giving loans to coop banks, societies
at low-interest rate shall be borne by Government, the PM said.
To promote housing and to give a push to the realty sector and to
make housing for all a reality:
• The government will facilitate 4 per cent interest rate rebate for housing
loans up to Rs. 9 Lakhs and 3 per cent for housing loans up to Rs 12
lakh.
• In case of home loans in villages up to Rs 2 lakh for home renovation,
banks will give loan with 3 per cent subvention on interest rate.
Credit guarantees for MSMEs and NBFCs
• The credit guarantees for the MSMEs :is increased to Rs 2 crore from Rs
1 core earlier.
• Loan extended by Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) will also
be covered under this credit guarantee offered by the government. The
interest rates thus offered will be less as the guarantee will be covered by
the central government.
Digital Banking
•

The demonetisation has indeed accelerated digital banking. In order to
further accelerate the digital payment shift, the PM announced BHIM
app to improve the ease, experience, and efficiency of digital transfers and
advised the banks to increase working capital loan from current 20 per cent
to 30 per cent on transactions via digital payments.

These follow up actions atre well intended but not enough. Perhaps we
have to wait till 1st February for the budget to know more substantial
measures to accelerate the growth rate.
The cover story for this month’s digest is naturally, ‘Analysis of the effect of
demonetisation’. I am sure that our readers will enjoy reading this issue. In
keeping with our practice of informing our reader about the opportunities
abroad, this month we bring to you the ‘Business Opportunities in beautiful
Austria’. Dr. Prakash Hebbalkar’s column on Global Trade and Investment
Trends this month make very engaging reading. However in case of the Port
of Hambantota in Srilanka, it is sad that India which has excellent relations
with Srilanka and our maritime history, security interests, necessities of a
deep water port at the apex of Indian Ocean and did not invest as little as
1.2 Billion Dollars. 33 berths, 17 meters natural depth, a tank farm and a
15,000 Acres shipping related industrial zone will make it the largest port
in south Asia. Are we too late ? Or do we still have a chance?

Cdr. Dipak Naik
President
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Special Feature

Business Opportunities
in Austria
MEDC Resarch Team

A

ustria is a landlocked country
of approximately 8.5 million
inhabitants in Central Europe.
The territory of Austria covers 83,855
square kilometers (32,377 sq mi) and
has a temperate and alpine climate.
It is bordered by the Czech Republic
and Germany to the north, Slovakia
and Hungary to the east, Slovenia and
Italy to the south, and Switzerland and
Liechtenstein to the west. Austria is
one of the wealthiest countries in the
world, with a nominal per capita GDP
of $43,723 (2010 est.). Austria has been
a member of the United Nations since
1955, joined the European Union in
1995, and is a founder of the OECD.
Vienna has frequently been the venue
of superpower summits that set
the course of history and a meeting
place of a large number of important
international negotiations. Today, the
Austrian capital hosts international
conferences and congresses held
to deliberate on current challenges
and problems as well as prospects
for their resolution. Austria has a
dense transportation network .The
infrastructure of Austria comprise of
90% of Austria’s 6,021 km (3,745 mi)
of railways, paved highways totaled
133,718 km (83,172 mi) and included
1,677 km (1,043 mi) of expressways,
358 km (223 mi) of inland waterways,
over 80% of which are navigable by
engine-powered vessels and In 2004,
there were an estimated 55 airports in
Austria.

History - Overview
The Alpine lands and the fertile plains
of the Danube Valley had already been
settled in prehistoric times. Rich deposits
of mineral resources, especially salt
and iron, facilitated the development
of a prosperous Celtic population,
which by the 1st century BC had
become an important trading partner
of the neighbouring Roman Empire.
The Romans ruled over the region by
the Danube for almost 500 years and
founded numerous settlements. As the
surviving state, Austria was proclaimed
a republic in 1918, but it was difficult
for this small nation to find its place in
the new European order.
Over the decades that followed, Austria
became a valued and important member
of the European project, initially
as a member of EFTA. Following
many years of efforts to promote the
European integration, Austria became
a member of the European Union on
1 January 1995. It held the Presidency
of the EU Council in 1998 and again
in 2006.
1) Economy
The Austrian economic system can be
characterized as a free market economy
with a strong social focus by also taking
into account the weaker members of
society. Austria also features a tried and
tested system of economic and social
partnership, which has traditionally
played a strong and reconciliatory role
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in wage and price policies. Austria
is a highly developed industrialized
country with an important service
sector. The most important industries
are food and luxury commodities,
mechanical engineering and steel
construction, chemicals, and vehicle
manufacturing. Austria’s industrial and
commercial sectors are characterized
by a high proportion of medium-sized
companies. Austrian industry covers
every branch of manufacturing, from
basic goods to the labor-intensive
production of highly processed
products.
2) Agriculture
Austrian
agriculture
has
been
consistently geared towards high quality
and healthy products through Europe’s
most exacting Agri-environmental
programme.
Agriculture
is
an
indispensable part of Austria’s overall
economy as it provides comprehensive
services in the interest of society. It is
precisely the amenability of Austria’s
system of agriculture that offers a
number of opportunities: Austria
has thus taken on an increasingly
acknowledged pioneer role among EU
Member States in the management
of natural resources. In the field of
agriculture, Austria is witnessing a
strong trend towards organic farming.
With an overall share of 11.9%, organic
farms in Austria occupy a leading
position among the EU Member States.
In this organic branch of agriculture,
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88.1% of enterprises are dedicated to
livestock farming.
a) Sustainable agricultural policy:
Agriculture and forestry build on
the principle of sustainability and
have taken a series of consistent
steps in recent years. Agriculture
and forestry rely on multifunctionality and the full cultivation
of arable land, while agriculture
provides a variety of services.
b) Organic farming: The natural
resources of soil and water are used
in an environmentally compatible
manner and are preserved for
future generations. Austria is a
renowned pioneer and trendsetter
in organic farming. Approximately
16.2% of all agricultural holdings
and about 19.2% of the farming
area in Austria are organic.
3) International Organizations in
Vienna
Vienna is a prominent location in the
heart of Europe, which accommodates
representations of a large number of
international organizations and NGOs.
The impressive modern setting of the
Vienna International Centre (VIC) has
been home to numerous international
organizations since 23 August 1979.
On daily guided tours, visitors can learn
about the work of the United Nations
and experience the Vienna International
Centre’s striking architecture and
vibrant, cosmopolitan atmosphere of
the VIC.

Latin-America and Asia. Further focal
areas are the engagement for the nonproliferation of weapons of mass
destruction and the strengthening of the
corresponding organizations, the ban
of land mines and cluster ammunition,
the control of small- and light weapons,
the fight against international terrorism
and the Dialogue of Civilizations.
Import: In 2014 Austria imported
$169B, making it the 28th largest
importer in the world. During the last
five years the imports of Austria have
increased at an annualized rate of 4.7%,
from $135B in 2009 to $169B in 2014.
The most recent imports are led by
Cars which represent 5.3% of the total
imports of Austria, followed by Crude
Petroleum, which account for 3.51%.
The Ministry for Europe, Integration
and Foreign Affairs strives at all times
to promote Austria’s foreign trade. The
Austrian diplomatic missions and the
foreign trade centres of the Austrian
Economic Chamber support export
promotion.

exchanges. There have been a large
number of collaborations, technology
transfers and joint ventures in the fields
of steel, manufacturing technology,
railway and transport, equipment,
metallurgy and so on.
Bilateral Trade- After showing stable
advance during the crisis year, India’s
exports to Austria remained on a
constant growth track and registered
an increase by approximately 10%
y-o-y in 2010 with the total export
volumes amounting € 483.1 million.
This marked an increase by 55% over
the 2006 export volume to Austria and
an average exports growth by 12%
y-o-y. The trade volume for the period
January-May 2011 has shown positive
results for both exports and imports.
India’s exports to Austria increased
by 20.6% to € 240.04 million during
this period. As far as India’s imports
from Austria are concerned, the trade
increased by 37.3% to €309.45 million
during this period.
Austria Trade with India

5) INDIA-AUSTRIA ECONOMIC
RELATIONS

Import (Rs.)

702,492,675

Export (Rs.)

700,723,135

India cherishes its relationship with
Austria, the foundation of which was
laid by the first Prime Minister of India,
Jawaharlal Nehru and the Austrian
Chancellor, Leopold Figl in May
1949, when diplomatic relations was
established. Ever since, the two nations
have maintained a cordial friendship
through regular visits and cultural

Toital (Rs.)

1,403,215,810

Growth % of Import

12.2%

Growth % of Export

17.9%

Source: Embassy of India – (Jan-Dec 2015)

India’s Exports to Austria Key Export
Commodities: Manufactured Goods,
Machinery and Transport Equipment,
Textiles and Yarns as well as Chemicals.
(Total: $776M)

4) Foreign Policy - Overview
Austria actively takes part in the
development of common positions,
actions and strategies, as well as the
formulation of statements, demarches
and conclusions. Austria’s membership
in the EU also played a pivotal role
in deepening our relations with many
non-European states, e.g. in Africa,
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Top 10 items of Export to India - (In EUR)
Sr.
No.

Commodity

01.Jan 31.Dec.
2015

%
Growth

Top 10 items of Export to India - (In EUR)

% Share
in total
Export

1

Boilers, Machinery
And Mechanical
Appliances; Parts
Thereof

2

Electrical Machinery
And Equipment And
Parts Thereof

93,353,196

4.5%

13.3%

3

Iron And Steel

80,947,589

135.2%

11.6%

4

Optical, Photographic,
Cinematographic,
Measuring, Checking,
Precision, Medical Or
Surgical Instruments
And Apparatus; Parts
And Accessories
Thereof

65,593,324

33.9%

9.4%

5

Man-Made Staple
Fibres

32,641,885

79.2%

4.7%

6

Articles Of Iron Or
Steel

29,020,520

25.6%

4.1%

7

Miscellaneous
Chemical Products

26,675,306

40.2%

3.8%

8

Organic Chemicals

25,150,556

-3.2%

3.6%

9

Railway Or Tramway
Locomotives, Rolling
Stock And Parts
Thereof

20,401,896

-43.4%

2.9%

10

Plastics And Articles
Thereof

18,171,597

12.3%

2.6%

162,449,591

12.8%

23.2%

Sr.
No.

2015 was a very good year for India-Austria foreign trade.
Experiencing a much faster growth rate than Austria’s overall
trade, the country imported items amounting to EUR 702
million from India and exported a volume amounting EUR
700 million to India. 2015 bilateral trade results reflect the
intense commitment India and Austria have been showing in
intensifying not only its trade, but also its bilateral investment
and technology exchange. It is also a clear trend-setter in
what refers to Austria’s response to India’s new business
environment set off by the Make in India campaign.
On the Indian Exports/Austrian Imports side, Articles
of Apparel and Clothing, Textiles, Articles of Leather, as
well as Footwear remain the most active industrial sectors
accounting for about 33% of Austria’s total imports from
India. The biggest highlight to be observed on the Indian
exports side is the item group Electrical Machinery, though.
On the Indian Imports/Austrian Exports side, the major
jump is registered by Iron and Steel, which has increased by
massive 135.2%, now standing as 3rd most important item

01.Jan 31.Dec.
2015

%
Growth

% Share
in total
Import

1

Electrical Machinery
And Equipment And
Parts Thereof

71,490,898

57.1%

10.2%

2

Articles Of Apparel
And Clothing
Accessories, Knitted Or
Crocheted

68,708,319

16.8%

9.8%

3

Articles Of Apparel
And Clothing
Accessories, Not
Knitted Or Crocheted

66,214,838

11.2%

9.4%

4

Footwear, Gaiters And
The Like; Parts Of Such
Articles

65,479,572

0.1%

9.3%

5

Vehicles Other Than
Railway Or Tramway
Rolling Stock, And
Parts And Accessories
Thereof

53,991,142

7.1%

7.7%

6

Boilers, Machinery And
Mechanical Appliances;
Parts Thereof

53,204,308

28.2%

7.6%

7

Organic Chemicals

45,822,305

23.7%

6.5%

8

Articles Of Leather;
Saddlery And Harness;
Travel Goods,
Handbags And Similar
Containers; Articles
Of Animal Gut (Other
Than Silkworm Gut)

33,017,639

5.3%

4.7%

9

Other Made-Up Textile
Articles; Sets; Worn
Clothing And Worn
Textile Articles; Rags

25,547,699

-6.2%

3.6%

10

Rubber and Articles
Thereof

18,978,863

10.8%

2.7%

Source: Embassy of India – (Jan-Dec 2015)
India’s Imports from Austria: Different types of machinery,
Iron and Steel, Chemicals, Machinery and Equipment.

Commodity

Source: Embassy of India – (Jan-Dec 2015)

group representing 11.6% of India’s imports from Austria, in
comparison to its 5.8% significance level and 5th spot in the
list in the previous year.
Investments
Austrian investments in India: Austria ranks 31st in terms
of cumulative inflows into India. During the period April
2000 to April 2011 FDIs amounting to US$ 128.98 mn
accounting for 0.10% of total FDI inflows were received.
These included inflows received through FIPB/SIA route
RBI’s automatic route & acquisition of existing shares. Top
sectors that attracted FDI equity inflows are: Automobile
Industry (10%), Industrial Machinery (10%), Construction
Activities (7%), Mining (6%), and Rubber Goods (5%).
6) ENERGY AND POWER
A secure energy supply is crucial to ensure a functioning
economy and prosperous population. The Austrian energy
industry is extremely well-prepared for the growing demand
for innovative technologies - not only for the Austrian
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market, but also for customers
worldwide. Austria is one of the
foremost producers of hydroelectric
power in Europe. The most important
power facilities are publicly owned;
50% of the shares of the large private
producers are owned by provincial
governments.
Motors and steel components: As
a leading manufacturer of electrical
motors and generators, ELIN Motoren
has over 100 years of experience in highperformance drive engineering. This
Austrian company is an expert partner
to every company involved in the supply
chain for major power plants.
Combined heat and power (CHP): CHP
plants are the most thermodynamically
efficient way of producing energy.
Austria has an array of innovative
producers with high export success in
this sector.
Global Issue - Energy
Energy is the ubiquitous and yet most
unnoticed power that enables us to
live in a comfortable home, enjoy
mobility and do successful business.
The decisions we take with regard to
the way we produce, transport and
consume energy have far-reaching
effects and relate to numerous burning
questions, such as:
•

Will we succeed in our efforts of
protecting our climate?

•

Will we be able to supply affordable
energy to our people and industries
so that they can contribute to social
cohesion and prosperity?

•

Are our energy relations a hotbed
of international tension or the basis
of international cooperation?

•

How effective and sustainable will
be our support granted to our
development partners?

7) MINING
After a period of postwar expansion,
mineral production has stagnated in
recent decades, and metals mining

10
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continues to decline, because of high
operating costs, increased foreign
competition, low ore grades, and
environmental
problems.
Austria
produces 2.5% of the world’s graphite,
ranking 10th in the world, and is one
of the world’s largest sources of highgrade graphite. Most of the growth in
the mineral resources area was in the
production of industrial minerals, the
area in which future mining activities
will most likely be concentrated, mostly
for domestic consumption.
Austria had only two metal mines
in 2010, the open pit iron ore mine
at Eisenerz and the underground
tungsten mine at Mittersill. However,
the industrial minerals sector managed
to produce gypsum, kaolin, lime,
limestone, dolomite, magnesite, salt,
silica sand, and talc.
In terms of mineral production in
2010, the country was:
• The 4th largest producer of
tungsten in the world
• The 5th largest producer of
magnesite
It also accounted for 1% of the world’s
total production of natural gypsum
8) Bioscience
The life science industry in Austria is
fully diversified with companies large
and small as well as a number of
multinational companies headquartered
in or with facilities here – though it is
small to medium-sized companies that
predominate across a whole range of
disciplines. The truly remarkable factor
in the Austrian life science scene is
the degree of cooperation between
producers, networks of suppliers and
service providers all within a short
distance, meaning that the results are
truly “Made in Austria!”
With 823 companies active in the
biotechnology, pharma or medical
device business, life sciences are an
important part of Austria’s economy.
Together, these companies were

responsible for a turnover exceeding
19.11 billion euros in 2014 – about 5.8
percent of the gross domestic product.
About 51,660 people earn a living
working for an Austrian life science
company. In recent years, the strength
of the growing life science sector has
been reflected in the increasing interest
shown by international business in
doing deals with companies in Austria.
9) Aerospace
Austria’s aerospace companies fulfill an
important role as specialist suppliers to
international aircraft manufacturers and
space technology corporations, and as
innovative suppliers of small aircraft and
piston engines and space-based services
and products.
More than 50 Austrian companies are
currently active in the aerospace industry,
the majority of whom are organised
into two associations – the Austrian
Aeronautics Industries Group (AAI),
with 36 members, and Austrospace, with
19 members, who actively lobby and
work to strengthen Austrian leadership
in technological niches.
Austria’s aerospace companies offer
a wide range of products and services
such as metal and plastic components
and systems for major civilian aircraft
manufacturers,
the
manufacture
of inspection systems, innovative
solutions for air traffic control, training
and education, and particularly the
production of small aircraft and aircraft
engines for civil aviation. Austria is
even developing and manufacturing an
unmanned helicopter. The Airbus 380
incorporates a wide variety of hightechnology products manufactured in
Austria.
Austria is looking forward to see a great
business opportunities with India, now
it’s time for the global collaboration
and to reach more opportunities with
the Austria.
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A Scorecard of Demonetization

Mr. Sunil Bhandare

W

hile responding to his
critiques
and
political
opponents
on
his
government’s demonetization policy, the
Prime Minister had in the very beginning
appealed to the nation to give him 50 days
for the entire process to go through and
make it successful. By the time this article
is published, this crucial time horizon
will have already been over. What is then
a scorecard of demonetization thus far?
Any such scorecard has obviously to be
based on a combination of indicators or
milestones this monumental economic
policy measure of the NDA government
was set to achieve. Indeed, the goalposts
or narratives of this exercise have also
expanded from the original objectives of
combating black money, counterfeit and
fake currency to include mobilization of
income-tax revenues through another
income disclosure scheme, financial
inclusion and digitalizing the economy.
Surely, for all these issues to be fully
and objectively evaluated, proper time
schedule is extremely critical. This is
so because the outcome or sequence
of responses from a host of economic
players cannot be instantaneous – and
there are inevitable leads and lags. We are
not dealing with a scenario akin to, say,
T20 or one-day cricket match, wherein
spectators and stakeholders keenly watch
and visibly come to know winners and
loosers; and the probability of a tie or a
draw is the rarest of the rare event.
The crucial point is that demonetization
policy has multiple ramifications, and
hence, all those awaiting definitive results

– either in a format of a “success” or
a “failure” of the policy at the end of
crucial 50 days [that is by December 30]
or even by end-March 2017 are perhaps
likely to be greatly disappointed. We may
not have authentically comprehensive
picture of the actual outcome of
demonetization by then. The impact of
this acclaimed ‘transformational’ or ‘game
changing’ policy measure would continue
to evolve over a much longer period of
time – even stretching beyond a couple of
years. More importantly, it is certainly not
going to be a situation of utter failure or
utter success; and measurement can never
be fully quantitative. Even qualitative and
jugemental issues would also have to be
reckoned with. It would, therfore, be our
endeavour to reflect on the progress so
far, based on some officially known data/
information or anecdotal evidence, as
well as views and observations of selected
eminent experts – the latter, in a sense,
might offer some underpinnings of shape
of things to come.
Voices of Dissent
Let us, therefore, begin by highlighting
some fervent dissenting notes sounded
by many eminent economists and experts
in the course of the last about six weeks
or so. Some of these can be looked
upon as well-meaning wise counsels.
But some may even have certain political
undertones or motivations. Amongst
them, a specific mention must be made
of the views of India’s top three wise
men – all internationally acknowledged
economists and experts in public
policy making with multiple years of
hardcore experience. First, witness the
observations of former RBI Governor,
Finance Minister and Prime Minister, Dr.
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Manmohan Singh: “the way this scheme
has been implemented is a monumental
management failure, and in fact, it is a case
of organized loot, legalized plunder of
the common people. .... my own feeling is
that the national income, that is the GDP,
can decline by about 2 per cent as a result
of what has been done”. Second, the
India’s one and only Economist Nobel
Laureate, Dr. Amartya Sen observed
thus: “The demonetization of currency
was a despotic act as the government
broke the promise of compensation
that comes with a promissory note.....
Demonetization goes against trust. It
undermines the trust of entire economy....
Only an authoritarian government can
calmly cause such misery to the people....
“. Third, the former Chief Economic
Advisor to Govt. of India and VicePresident of World Bank, Dr. Kaushik
Basu stated: “Demonetization may have
been well-intentioned, but it was a major
mistake. The government should reverse
it. It could at least declare Rs.500 notes,
which many poor people frequently use,
are legal again”.
Such dissenting voices from many other
critics and skeptics about the objectives,
intrinsic limitations and effectiveness of
demonetization move have no doubt
become louder and more vociferous with
every passing day. That apart, what have
also become conspicuous are the ground
level hardships and inconveniences
suffered by millions and millions of
common people as well as by those
engaged in farming operations and other
informal sector economic activities. Much
of these have been attributable to the
complexities of logistics management,
especially the RBI’s perceived failure to
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ensure adequate cash supply, be it of small
denomination notes and/ or replacement
of high denomination notes at bank
branches or prompt recalibration of
ATMs by banks per se, across the length
and breadth of the country. Consequently,
pain points have continued to build up
stubbornly for a much longer period than
what might have been initially envisaged
by the concerned authorities. All that may
be a part of unintended consequences
or collateral damages. But the sentiment
that has gained more ground reflects
thus: “Even if the object is to penalize
the dishonest rich – the idea has popular
support – should 99% of people pay this
price for punishing the guilty 1%?”
Sketching A Scorecard
Be that as it may, it would be worthwhile
to set the scorecard against the following
facts and features: First, Surrendering
SBNs and Remonetization: In one of
its recent briefings, the RBI has pointed
out that between November 10 and
December 10, 2016, high denomination
notes or Specified Bank Notes [SBNs]
returned to the banking system amounted
to Rs.12.44 trillion. This represented well
over 80% of Rs.15.44 trillion [based on
now known data as compared earlier
officially available figure of Rs.14.18
trillion as of end-March 2016] of such
SBNs in circulation. Of this, the RBI has
remonetized [or replaced] Rs.4.61 trillion
worth of high denomination notes by
December 10 by issuing to the public
new Rs.500 and Rs.2000 notes as well as
smaller denomination currency through
banks and ATMs.
Effectively, about 30% of SBNs [in
value terms] have already been replaced
with new notes in a span of about 25
working days. Over the remaining about
15 working days, with likely acceleration
in the pace of remonetized currency,
another Rs.3 trillion worth high and
smaller denomination currency would
have been put into circulation – taking
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the total to almost half of the currency
to be replaced. Various estimates suggest
that by mid-February 2017, SBNs worth
four fifths in value terms would possibly
be replaced. Thus, significant normalcy
in the process of demand-supply
management of currencies of various
denominations would, by and large, be
reestablished and pain points could be
substantially alleviated by then.

of SBNs in banks, the declarant [or an
assessee] will have to pay composite
50% tax [including penalty and cess].
Cess is at 33% of the basic tax and will
be called ‘Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan
Cess’. In addition, a declarant will have
to deposit 25% of undisclosed income
at zero-interest deposit scheme with the
bank, which will be called Pradhan Mantri
Garib Kalyan Deposit Scheme, 2016.

Second,
Continuous
Fine-Tuning:
This has been the key hallmark of
this monumental policy initiative and
what critics have sought to describe
as “flip-flops” in the implementation
process by the government and the RBI,
often creating considerable confusion,
especially in the minds of common
people and bank depositors. Clearly,
several major systemic inadequacies
have come to the surface, thereby raising
issues of credibility of the regulatory and
banking institutions. But, at the same
time, it must be said to the RBI’s credit
that it has responded well and assured the
public continuously that the entire system
was being progressively geared towards
ensuring adequate currency in circulation
of various denominations. It has also
promised that daily more and more notes
are getting printed and issued; that this
process would be pursued relentlessly;
and that the public is requested to freely
use the notes they have in their hands
rather than hoarding them.

Assuming that this “carrot and stick”
strategy yields about Rs.150,000 crores
of unaccounted income [which is not
unrealistic] – the treasury would be able
to mop up about Rs.75,000 cores by way
of income tax and another Rs.37,500
crores by way of additional bank deposits.
The next budget would, hopefully,
unveil programs for deployment of
such resources for physical and social
infrastructure development, including
promotion of financial inclusion and
empowerment. But these are still early
times to count the likely gains.

Third, Creation of More Fiscal and
Financial Space: The success of
demonetization is going to be greatly
governed by the second Income
Disclosure Scheme – called the Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana [PMGKY],
2016, which has already become
operational since December 17 and will
remain open until March 31, 2017. For
this purpose, the Lok Sabha has already
passed The Taxation Laws [second
amendment] Bill, 2016. Thus, in the
case of declared income [the erstwhile
unaccounted income] by way of deposits

Fourth, Banks Flushed With Liquidity:
The volume of SBN deposits handled
by banks has been massive. With a
view to calibrating smoothly liquidity
management, the RBI imposed 100%
cash reserve ratio [CRR] with effect from
November 26 on incremental deposits
between September 16 and November
11, 2016. Approximately, CRR would
absorb estimated Rs.3.24 trillion from
banks. This extreme measure became
necessary due to shortage of stock of
government securities with the RBI –
banks have already parked some Rs.5.25
trillion with the RBI. In consultation
with the RBI, the Ministry of Finance
subsequently enhanced the ceiling of
Market Stabilization Scheme [MSS] to
Rs.6 lakh crores to mop up this extra
liquidity following demonetization. From
the perspective of banks, this has come
as a great relief, enabling them to earn
average interest rate of around 6% instead
zero percent applicable to CRR. This
measure would have short-term validity
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and eventually large part of incremental
CRR would come to the banking system
for productive deployment. A large of
idle cash remaining with the households
would now become active lendable
resources of banks.
Fifth, A Drive Towards Digitalization:
This add on objective of demonetization
is now receiving special focus of policy
makers and bankers. The transition
towards “cashless” – indeed, “less cash”
– economy is gathering some momentum
under the impetus of sequential policy
initiatives and incentives coming from
the Govt. of India and the RBI. There
are going to be various pull and push
factors. The compulsive pressures due
to shortage of cash is already pushing
some behavioural change amongst certain
sections of population and informal
businesses – a welcome gradual shift
towards various electronics modes of
payments. At the same time, massive
education and awarness campaign
together with incentives would pull many
uninitiated to change over progressively
to digital modes of payments. This we
believe is the most powerful spin off
benefit, which would drastically reduce
the role of physical currency in the
national economy and make it comparable
with some of the advanced countries and
emerging market economies of the world.
Sixth, The Growth Outlook: The ultimate
scorecard of demonetization has to reflect
on the economic growth scenario. It needs
to be recalled that until the announcement
of demonetization, the Finance Minister
and various official spokespersons have
consistently proclaimed that the economy
would achieve 7.6% to 7.8% real GDP
growth target in 2016-17. This now
looks a far cry. The demonetization move
has already caused major disruptions
in farming and informal sectors of the
economy. Besides, the ongoing slump
in investment rate would continue; and
exports growth is unlikely to bounce back.
The positive impact of the release of 7th

Pay Commission Award and defense
personnel’s OROP benefits on private
consumption demand would, thus, have
been hugely neutralized. The best case
outlook is not more than 6.8% to 7%
real GDP growth rate during the current
Financial Year. Would the economy
witness V shape growth recovery in 201718? This obviously would depend upon
multiple factors, including how soon the
normalcy would be restored through
remonetization of the economy; and
what are going to be the next steps to be
unveiled in the budget to be presented in
early February 2017.
Concluding Observations
One perceives that by closing stages of the
current financial year, the actual progress
card of this monumental exercise would
become somewhat more clear. In the
meantime, there could be some more
hiccups till the entire demonetization
process gets completed by end-March
2017. Also, there perhaps may be need
for further fine-tuning of the policy –
both at the government and/or RBI end.
It is still a work-in-progress. Thus, the
economy would inevitably be in a state
of flux for quite some time. This aspect
possibly may have been uppermost,
when responding to the question on the
impact of demonetization on likely Q3
2016-17 economic growth, Dr. Arvind
Subramanian, Chief Economic Advisor,
Ministry of Finance stated thus: “We are
in the process of analyzing all data. We
will have the analysis in good time - what
the monetary impact is, what long-term
and short-term benefits are. These are
subject to uncertainty, because we are in
uncharted waters. We need to get data
from hard analysis”.
Granting all that, one would like to
conclude this article by putting across
two major touchstones – “the critical
minimum norms” – to proclaim that
demonetisation has yielded some
distinctively positive scorecard. These
are: [a] at least 7 to 8% of SBNs worth
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Rs.15.44 trillion [Rs.8.58 tr. of Rs.500
notes + Rs.6.86 tr. of Rs.1000 notes] –
that is Rs.108,000 crores to Rs.125,000
crores would not come for exchange
and hence, would be extinguished. This
amount would remain as part of “nonmonetary liabilities” of the RBI. The
Govt. of India and the RBI would then
devise a scheme or Memorandum of
Understanding to transfer the “surplus”
in the RBI’s balance sheet to the treasury;
and [b] at least Rs.120,000 crores to
Rs.150,000 crores of the total SBNs
surrendered to the banks would be by
way of “unaccounted income” deposited,
thereby yielding at least Rs.60,000 crores
to Rs.75,000 crores by way of additional
income-tax revenue to the Govt. of India.
Also, banks would be endowed with
‘zero’ interest deposits of Rs. 30,000 to
Rs. 35,000 crores for period of four years.
The availability of so much of valuable
incremental fiscal and financial space
is a condition precedent for the
Finance Minister to present his much
expected “watershed” budget 2017-18,
involving among other things, [a] the
public sector driven investment push
to more than counter the short-term
“recessionary” impact of demonetization;
[b] enhancement of rural and social
sector spending to relieve acute pains
and pressures experienced by the farming
community and informal sectors of the
economy; [c] usher in major rationalization
and simplification of direct tax structure,
including launching of GST; and
[d] banks to fund infrastructure projects
and other financing requirement of key
sectors at lower interest rates.
Thus, the verdict would still remain wide
open. We have to wait and watch patiently
for a much longer period to understand
the ultimate scorecard......
sunil.bhandare@gmail.com
The views expressed are personal
The autor is the Sr. Economist
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Demonetization

- Impact, Lessons and Road Ahead

Dr. R.K. Pattnaik & Mr. Jagdish Rattanani

I

n the recent past there has
been
unprecedented
debate
and discussion in various fora
following the withdrawal of Rs.500 and
Rs.1000 currency notes issued by the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) effective
November 9, 2016 from circulation.
These notes ceased to be legal tender
vide the Government of India
notification dated November 8, 2016
(Gazette notification, MINISTRY OF
FINANCE, Department of Economic
Affairs, NOTIFICATION New Delhi,
the 8th November, 2016 S.O.3408(E)).
This policy initiative has been popularly
referred to as demonetization. On
account of demonetization, the
Specified Bank Notes (SBNs) cannot
be used for transacting business and/
or store of value for future usage. The
scale of demonetization was massive
as nearly 86 per cent of the currency
in circulation was immobilized as legal
tender affecting almost all stakeholders
in the economy, including the common
man. The print and television media
has covered the issues almost daily
since November 8, 2016. Nevertheless,
many technical issues have not been
discussed in a right perspective. In view
of this,an attempt has been made in the
present article to discuss the impact
of demonetization in a comprehensive
manner.
1.

Money, Monetization and
Demonetization

There is no unique definition of
‘money’, either as a concept in
economic theory or as measured in
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practice. Money is a means of payment
and thus a lubricant that facilitates
exchange. Money also acts as a store
of value and a unit of account.. It is
for this reason that money has to have
relationship with the activities that
economic entities pursue. According to
Dr. Y.V.Reddy (former Governor, RBI)
Committee, money can, therefore, be
defined for policy purposes as the set
of liquid financial assets, the variation
in the stock of which could impact on
aggregate economic activity.
Monetization is the process through
which money serves effectively as
a medium of exchange (transaction
demand for money) and store of value
(precautionary demand and speculative
demand for money). This is facilitated
through issuance of currency of
various denominations by the Central
Bank (RBI) which is referred to as
cash transactions. Cash remains an
important mode of payment in the
Indian economy, especially in rural
India. Cash demand tends to increase
in the beginning of the month when
salaries are spent and tapers off at the
end of the month when consumer
spending returns to business accounts
.Similarly, currency seasonality, by
and large, mirrors the seasonality in
economic activity. It is important to
note that Currency- GDP ratio has
increased over the years and is currently
at more than 11 per cent.
Demonetization, the term as popularly
referred to, technically connotes
withdrawal of currency in circulation

making it legally ineffective for any
transaction. According the RBI History
Volume 3, demonetization of high
denomination notes is one of the
radical measures normally resorted
to by the government to counter
forgery and illegal printing of notes by
unauthorized sources.
In the present case, demonetization
mean the legal tender character of the
existing bank notes in denominations
of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 issued by the
RBI till November 8, 2016 (hereinafter
referred to as Specified Bank Notes,
or SBNs) stands withdrawn. In
consequence thereof, these bank notes
cannot be used for transacting business
and/or store of value for future usage.
These bank notes can be exchanged
for value at any of the 19 offices of
the Reserve Bank of India or at any of
the bank branches or at any head post
office or sub post office.The official
view was that in order to contain the
rising incidence of fake notes and black
money, the scheme to withdraw these
SBNs has been introduced
1.1 Earlier episodes of
demonetization in India
It is important to note that in India
there were such moves in 1946 and also
in 1978. During 1978, the government
resorted to demonetization of Rs.
1,000, Rs.5,000 and Rs. 10000 notes.
The purpose of demonetization
ordinance announced on January 16,
1978 as stated in the preamble was thus:
“The availability of high denomination
bank notes facilitates the illicit transfer
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of money for financing transactions
which are harmful to the national
economy or which are for illegal
purposes and it is therefore necessary
in the public interest to demonetize
high denomination notes.”
According to the RBI Annual
Report, June 1978, at the time of
demonetization, the total value of high
denomination notes in circulation was
Rs. 145.42 crore, of which Rs. 64.94
crore was held by banks including
RBI and government treasuries. The
Report further stated that up to June
30, 1978,the high denomination notes
tendered for conversion to the Reserve
bank amounted to Rs. 124.45 crore. The
amount passed by the Reserve bank for
exchange of lower denomination notes
was Rs. 116.31 crore.
2. Operational Framework/ Practice
2.1 Legal provisions for currency
management
The Reserve Bank is entrusted with the
function of note issue and currency
management by the preamble to the
Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, and
by the specific provisions of Section 3
of the Act. It acts as the sole currency
authority under Section 22 for the issue
of bank notes. It may be mentioned
that the RBI follows the principle of
Minimum Reserve System (MRS) to
print currency.

of bank notes of any denomination
shall cease to be legal tender. Thus,
the decision of the GOI to withdraw
the SBNs was in effect based on the
recommendation of the Central Board
of RBI
2.2 Currency Management
Architecture (CMA)
CMA comprises 19 issue offices,
4,075 currency chests (including subtreasury offices and a currency chest
of the Reserve Bank in Kochi) and
3,746 small coin depots at commercial,
cooperative and regional rural banks,
across India The Reserve Bank places
an indent for banknotes with printing
presses on the basis of an econometric
model factoring in inter alia, real GDP
growth prospects, rate of inflation and
denomination-wise disposal rate of
soiled notes. According to the data
available in RBI Annual report 201516,the total number of bank notes
supplied was lower at 21.2 billion pieces
in 2015-16 as compared to 23.6 billion
pieces in 2014-15 – against an indent of
23.9 billion pieces for 2015-16 and 24.2
billion pieces for 2014-15
3. Challenges to the operational
framework
3.1 Printing of currency and
printing press
Drawing from the colonial past, the
initial years following independence

With the power vested with Sections 24
of the RBI Act 1934 , the RBI issues
various denomination of the bank
notes. Similarly as per the provisions
of Section 26 on the recommendation
of the Central Board the [Central
Government] may, by notification in
the Gazette of India, declare that,
with effect from such date as may be
specified in the notification, any series
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were characterized by an exchange rate
anchor set by the proportional reserve
system prescribed by the RBI Act where
under at least 40 per cent of the total
note issue was to be backed by gold
bullion and sterling. The proportional
reserve system gave way to the
minimum reserve system in 1957 (only
Rs.2 billion worth of foreign securities
and bullion needed to be maintained as
a backing for currency issue, of which
Rs.1.15 billion had to be in gold)
India is the largest producer and
consumer of currency notes, next only
to China. Currency continues to be
the dominant means of payment with
the banknotes in circulation (in value
terms) placed at Rs.16.63 trillion as of
end March 2016. Sustained increase in
demand for currency notes exceeded
the capacity of government note
presses (at Nashik and Dewas) by the
late 1980s.
The Reserve Bank established two
currency presses in 1996 at Mysore
and Salboni through a wholly owned
subsidiary of the Reserve Bank, the
Bharatiya Reserve Bank Note Mudran
Pvt. Ltd. (BRBNMPL), making the
country self-reliant in currency note
printing by 1999. According to the
Annual Report of the RBI, currently,
more than 40 per cent of the currency
notes circulated in India are printed
by government presses
while the remaining 60
per cent emanate from
Reserve Bank currency
presses, However, the
Reserve Bank depends
largely on imports for
the main ingredients
required for printing
currency.
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4.1 Arguments

5. Impact analysis

in favor of

5.1 Massive decline Currency in
Circulation
The
immediate
impact
of
demonetization is on currency
in circulation.
During the post
demonization period, as the available
data from the RBI weekly statistical
supplement (WSS) indicate, as on
December 16, 2016, currency in
circulation was Rs. 9,582.3 billion as
against Rs. 16,634.6 billion as on March
31, 2016, recording a massive decline
of 42.4 per cent. On a y-o-y basis,
such decline was 38.9 percent. This
implies there is non-availability of cash
for transaction purposes. As evidence
suggests, cash remains an important
mode of payments in agriculture, trade,
construction, and hotel industry. Nonavailability of cash coupled with lack
of technological readiness has already
adversely affected
these sectors,
particularly agriculture as reported in
print and television media.

Demonetization
It is argued that “A lot
of money that operates
in the shadow economy
will now become a
part of the banking
3.2 Fake currency
Printing and/or circulation of forged
Indian Currency Notes is an offence
under Sections 489A to 489E of the
Indian Penal Code. Accordingly, the
procedure prescribed by the Reserve
Bank of India for the commercial banks
requires impounding all counterfeit
notes detected by the banks and
sending them to the police for lodging
an FIR in accordance with the law.
Notwithstanding this, usage of fake
currency has increased in recent years.
According to the RBI data during 201516 632,926 pieces of counterfeit notes
were detected in the banking system
as against 488, 273 pieces detected in
2013-14.

structure itself. Banks
will have a lot more money to support
the economy. Private sector investment,
which was so far lacking, will now get
back into the economy. The banks
which were struggling because of
the NPA problem will have a lot
more money to lend for agriculture,
infrastructure sector, social sector,
trade and industry.”
Also,

“the possibility of

banks

having low-cost funds being available
now to lend at lower cost also rises.
Additionally, when more and more
transactions will come into the banking
network, in the long run, you will find
the taxation, both direct and indirect,

The High Level Group constituted
by the Reserve Bank on Systems and
Procedures for Currency Distribution,
in its report in August 2009, had
recommended
rationalizing
the
procedure with regard to the filling of
FIR on detection of forged notes.

improving.”

4. Current debate
There has been an animated debate
on the demonetization in various
fora. The proponents viewed that
demonetization will stamp out black
money, corruption, fake currency notes
and terrorist funding. They also said
that the inconvenience will be shortlived and asked for forbearance for 50
days. The proponents further claimed
that the measures taken would have a
positive impact on the economy in the
long and medium term.

people and also a “man-made tragedy”.
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4.2 Arguments against
Demonetization
The opponents on the other hand argued
that the entire process a “monumental
mismanagement”, an “organised loot”
and “legalised plunder” of the common
Counter arguing the claim that the
problem faced by the people and
particularly common man is temporary
and short term but there are long term
benefits, the opponents argued, “Even
those who say that this measure will do
harm or cause distress in the short term
but will be in the interest of the country
in the long run should be reminded of
what John Keynes said once, ‘In the

5.2 Economic Growth
The impact on economic growth
due to withdrawal of SBNs will stem
from reduction/ compression of
consumption of household sectors as
there has been limit on cash withdrawal.
In this context, it is important to
mention that the RBI has revised the
growth forecast from 7.6 per cent to 7.1
per cent for 2016-17. There are other
estimates which indicate still lower
growth of 6.8 per cent. The Reserve
Bank viewed that there will be short run
disruption in the economic activity but
the impact will “ebb with progressive
increase in the circulation of new
currency notes and greater usage of
non-cash based payments instruments
in the economy.”

long run all of us are dead’.”
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First, there is a lack of technological
and administrative preparedness by
the government, RBI and the financial
system as a whole to handle such a
massive task and maintaining secrecy
should not be an excuse

5.3 Inflation
The impact on inflation as a result
of withdrawal of SBNs will be on
perishable commodities. There could
be some disinflation in the items like
vegetables and fruits. But the stickiness
in the non- food and non-fuel inflation
will nullify the impact and overall there
is a concern as mentioned by the RBI
on maintaining the inflation rate at 5
per cent in Q4 of 2016-17.
5.4 Counterfeit currency and black
money
The objective behind demonetization
was to contain the rising incidence
of fake notes and black money and
to help check funding of terrorists.
It is reported that nearly in terms of
magnitude, the withdrawn currencies
have come back to the banking system
thus proving the point that black money
is not stored in terms of currency. With
regard to impact on fake currency,
there could be some positive impact
as there are stringent security features
in new notes. But one is not sure
whether this will not be imitated by the
criminals, who can be quick to copy the
new features as well.
5.5 Impact on the union budget
Initially, it was argued by some experts
that there will be some windfall gains
for the union budget as the currency
which will not come back to the system

will be translated as other liabilities of
the RBI and thereby the reserves of
the RBI will increase and this will thus
lead to higher profit to the government.
This view was subsequently questioned
and the RBI clarified that the liabilities
will not be extinguished.
There is also another view that some of
the currency which was deposited with
the banks could be black money and
if it comes under the amnesty scheme
announced by the government ( 50 per
cent tax and 25 per cent investment in
development bonds) there will be some
revenue gain for the government. The
relevant data are not available in public
domain to prove this point. On the
contrary, the interest outgo from the
government budget in terms of liquidity
management by RBI to meet thae
challenges of SBNs deposited with the
banks through cash management bills
could put pressure on the union budget
in terms of interest payments and thus
resulting in higher revenue expenditure.
6. Lessons and road ahead
The demonetization exercise is not
complete. The proposed ordinance
to this effect as reported by the print
and television media contains the
provisions for extinguishing RBI’s
liability for SBNs and imposing penalty
for holding SBNs after March 31, 2017.
Nevertheless it is important to draw
some lessons.
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Second, the authorities should not
change the priority of objectives
from fake currency and black money
to digitization and then to a cashless
economy as this approach questions
the credibility of public policy. Thus,
from the public policy point of view,
the important lesson is any major step
taken without adequate homework and
proper planning could lead to fallouts
which ae not always desirable and more
often than not could be painful.
Third, amnesty schemes carry an
inherent moral hazard bias as they work
as a disincentive for an honest taxpayer
and it is against the norm of sound
public policy.
It is pertinent to note that the
demonetization is a process and not
an event to celebrate the success or
criticize the failure At this juncture,
the critical issues are: a) fake currency,
b) terrorist financing, c) black money
and 3) digitization with less focus on
cash. The RBI needs to strengthen its
currency management architecture by
periodic upgrading the security features
of the bank notes to stay ahead of
counterfeiters and government should
focus on developing efficient tax
machinery.
ranjitkpattnaik@gmail.com
The views expressed are personal
Dr. R.K. Pattnaik is Professors of Economics
at the S.P. Jain Institute of Management &
Research (SPJIMR), & Mr. Jagdish Rattanani
is Editor, SPJIMR Mumbai.
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Impact of Demonetization on
Direct & Indirect Taxes
CA. Premanand Shivagunde

T

he
Demonetization
announced on 8th November
2016 has been commented
upon by various experts and the divide
amongst all the analysis has been
marked by a deep divide with extreme
views being taken by all the stake
holders. In this article, I am refraining
from commenting upon the effect of
Demonetization, whether social or
economic, but try and bring out the
effect on Direct and Indirect taxes
only.
One of the stated objectives of
Demonetization is to curb the
“Shadow Economy”. The fact that a
large part of the economic activity in
India is in unorganised sector which
is the Shadow Economy is no brainer.
The impact of shadow economy on
the legitimate taxes collected is evasion
of Indirect taxes namely Excise duty
on manufacture, VAT on sale of
goods, peripheral taxes like Entry Tax,
Octroi/LBT etc. in the first place and
as a consequence evasion of Income
tax as well.
This evasion of taxes by the Shadow
Economy results in the organised
sector bearing the burden of taxation
thereby resulting in cost escalation
whereby the cost of goods or services
are overpriced and putting a premium
on the goods and services produced by
the Shadow Economy.
The efforts of the Union Government
have been primarily directed to curb
the side effects of Demonetization; it
has come out with legislation to shore
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up the collection of Direct Taxes. For
this purpose, Taxation Laws (Second
Amendment) Act, 2016 has been
passed and has also been notified and
as such is the law of land today.

income tax of 77.25%. This penalty, if
levied will further enhance the tax rate
by 7.725%. Effectively, a tax payer will
be saddled with a gross tax of 84.975%
on the unexplained income.

Amendment to Section 115BBE of
the Income tax Act, 1961

Amendment to Section 271AAB

Section 115BBE which deals with
taxation of unexplained amounts
deemed as income under section
68, 69A, 69B & 69C. Prior to
the amendment, these amounts
were taxable @ flat rate of 30%
on presumptive basis. Post the
amendment, the rate of tax has been
doubled to 60%. The stated reason
to bring this amendment is to tax the
unexplained demonetised cash getting
deposited into the banking accounts
and will put a burden of income tax @
60% on such amounts.
A surcharge of 25% has been
mandated to be paid on the tax paid
under section 115BBE which will
increase the base tax rate to 75%. This
will be further enhanced by a cess
@ 3%, which will bring the effective
rate of tax to 77.25% [60% tax +
25% surcharge on tax + 3% cess on
the total of tax & surcharge]. It may
be noted that the surcharge of 25%
is payable even if the income sought
to be taxed under section 115BBE is
less than Rs. One Crore, which is the
threshold level for levy of surcharge
on normal income.
On top of the income tax payable @
77.25%, a penalty may also be levied
under section 271AAC @ 10% of the

Section 271AAB deals with the penalty
levied when a Search & Seizure action
(Income tax raid) is carried out by
the Income tax Department under
provisions of section 132 of the
Act. The penalty to be levied on the
unaccounted income unearthed is
sought to be enhanced as under:
•

When the taxpayer admits to the
income during the search and also
specifies the manner in which such
income has been earned – From
10% of undisclosed income to
30%.

•

When the taxpayer does not admit
to the income during the search but
declares it in the return of income
filed subsequently – From 20% of
undisclosed income to 60%.

•

In any other case – 60% of
undisclosed income.

The above amendment will remove
the advantage a person searched
enjoyed and will in turn make evasion
of income tax a costly affair for the
dishonest taxpayer.
The above two amendments brought
in by Taxation Laws (Second
Amendment) Act, 2016 is the
beginning and one of the steps taken to
curb the back money in the economy.
One can only hope that this law shall
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be effective enough to bring the black
money in the official economy and will
not discourage honest tax payers.

cash or deposits made into banking
channels to declare the same under
PMGKY.

Besides the above two amendments to
the Income tax Act, a new Taxation
and Investment regime titled Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojna, 2016
has been legislated by amending the
Finance Act, 2016 (popularly known
as Budget).

The income declared under PMGKY
will be subject to taxes as under:

Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan
Yojna 2016
All are aware that a window to disclose
undeclared income was made available.
The Income Disclosure Scheme, 2016
was in operation from 1st June 2016 till
30th September 2016. Many citizens
have taken benefit of the limited
window on offer to come clean.
Post
the
Demonetization,
the
Government has thought fit to offer
a second chance to the taxpayers
to declare the Black money. Thus
Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojna,
2016 (PMGKY) has seen the light of
the day.
The undeclared income which can be
declared under PMGKY can be in
the form of cash on hand or deposits
into banking channels namely, RBI,
bank including a Co-operative, post
office or any other notified entity.
The declaration under PMGKY can
be filed for AY 2017-18 (FY 2016-17)
or any earlier years. Thus, deposits
made into Credit Society, Pat Pedhi
are not specifically covered. Also,
the declaration can be made in the
name of the account holder only.
Thus PMGKY covers cash, new or
demonetised and the deposits made
out of the cash.
Thus a new window has been opened
from 17th December 2016 till 31st
March 2017 under PMGKY. This will
enable citizens holding unaccounted

Type of levy

Amount payable
in %

Income tax

30% of the
undisclosed income

Pradhan Mantri
Garib Kalyan Cess

33% of tax i.e. 9.9%
of undisclosed income

Penalty

10% of the
undisclosed income

Total tax levied in
PMGKY

49.9% of the
undisclosed income

Further, the declarant will be required to
deposit 25% of the undisclosed income
in the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan
Deposit Scheme, 2016. This deposit will
be required to be maintained for a period
of four years from the date of deposit
and will not earn any interest. The
stated objective of the scheme is that
the amount deposited will be utilised for
the programmes of irrigation, housing,
toilets, infrastructure, primary education,
primary health, livelihood etc.
Unlike the taxes payable under Income
Disclosure Scheme, 2016 which were
required to be paid in instalments, the
tax payable @ 49.9% under PMGKY
as well as deposit of 25% is required to
be made before the declaration is filed
under PMGKY.
A declaration under PMGKY cannot be
made by a person who has been detained
under COFEPOSA, where an offence
has been committed under specified
provisions of IPC, NDPS, Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act, Prevention
of Corruption Act, Benami Property
Transaction Act, Prevention of Money
Laundering Act. The rationale behind
debarring these persons is to prevent
tainted persons from taking the benefit
of PMGKY.

declarant from the provisions of penalty
or prosecution under the existing
provisions of the Income tax Act. The
procedure to be followed is pay the tax
payable @ 49.9% under PMGKY as well
as deposit of 25% in specified account
and then file the declaration with the
jurisdictional Commissioner of Income
tax or with Commissioner of Income
tax (CPC) Bangalore.
Effect on Indirect Tax
Due to the Demonetization, it is
expected that the shadow economy will
be forced to enter into the mainstream
economy. This is expected to push the
collection of indirect taxes like Excise
duty on manufacture, VAT on sale of
goods, peripheral taxes like Entry Tax,
Octroi/LBT etc. The effect should
be immediately visible and the state
governments are expected to see their
tax revenues increase substantially.
There will be an exponential effect when
the new regime of Goods & Services
Tax will be ushered in later in 2017.
Presently, vast majority of transactions
happen thru cash. But with
Demonetization, the cash transactions
will be converted into electronic or
bank payments which will make record
keeping much easier allowing the
Government to effectively track the
transaction as well as tax it.
Presently the Shadow Economy is not
contributing fully to the legitimate
taxes but enjoy all the facilities
provided. There are many pockets in
the country which thrive in the Shadow
Economy, but now will be forced to be
part of the taxed sector.
ps@pcsca.net
The views expressed are personal
The author is practicing as a Chartered Accountant since 1990
in Audit & assurance, Direct & Indirect tax compliance,
Corporate law, Business consultancy etc.

An immunity has been provided to the
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Demonetization in India

T

he demonetization declaration
by the Government of India
was received with shock and
awe, in India and abroad. Metaphors
like Surgical Strike, Financial Pokhran
and Master Stroke were attributed to
it. Immediate reaction of the common
man was very positive. If it was to stop
corruption, black money, terrorism and
counterfeiting of our currency, it was
necessary. People saluted the bold step.
However, the demonetization sucked
out about 86% of the money in
circulation, banks were not geared to
handle the work involved in exchanging
currency and helping people to get
digitised, cash cycle of many business
entities came to a screeching halt, day
to day living of the common man
was impacted and of course to add
to the woes, touts and rogue bankers
made merry making money by finding
loopholes in the implementation of the
demonetization process.
Demonetization is the act of declaring
a currency in use not to be legal tender
anymore. It has been carried out in
India and by many countries. Australia
did it in 1996 to combat counterfeiting
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of their currency by replacing paper
currency with polymer based notes. US
in 1969 demonetized high denomination
bills of $10000 and $1000 to curb
money laundering activities. Many
other countries like Russia, Myanmar
and some African countries have
resorted to demonetization to curb
inflation and black markets. However
the demonetization in India of the high
denomination notes was a major step
as India is basically a cash economy.
Also, due to robust development of
the middle class and lower middle class
strata of society, Rs.500 could not be by
any stretch of imagination be considered
to be high denomination note.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his
live address on 8th November, 2016 to
the nation said that the demonetization
was to eradicate evils like black money
and corruption, stop terrorist activities
and fake currency circulation. His
candid address referred to the endemic
corruption in our system and the cash
used for political campaigns. Analyzing
his speech and the intent and reason
for this mammoth decision, any true
Indian will welcome this move.

Dr. Sangeeta Pandit

However, Demonetization cannot
be an effective tool for eradicating
corruption as it is so deep rooted in
our system. Soon after the new notes
went into circulation, stories of the
new Rs.2000 notes accepted as bribe
money became newspaper headlines.
Thus if purpose of Demonetization
was to fight corruption, the same
is not met. Corruption is rampant,
brazenly practised and those involved
in safeguarding society from corruption
are themselves corrupt. Right from the
small hawker who has to pay hafta to
the havaldar to big ticket industrialists
who have to pay suitcases of money
to the top in the hierarchy of political
machinery for release of resources to
do business is known to all. There are
shades of corruption, bribes paid to
overlook breaking of law to those paid
just to stop needless harassment. Over
a period, bribe is an accepted norm, so
much so, it is no longer perceived as
wrong.
When there are laws in place to combat
corruption, perhaps a simpler way
would have been to strengthen their
implementation rather than such a
disrupting step as demonetization. The
Indian Penal Code (IPC) is a stern Act
providing for punishing public servants
by fine and or imprisonment which
can be life imprisonment too, if found
guilty of criminal breach of trust or of
having illegal property dealings. Public
servant definition is wide including
all government employees and even
members of the judiciary and defence
forces. The IPC is an 1860 Act, in 1988,
the Prevention of Corruption Act
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was passed expanding the definition
of public servant to employees of
Universities and banks and other
categories. The Act made it possible
to prosecute public servants caught
accepting bribe to carry out his or her
duties. We have powerful bodies like the
Anti Corruption Bureau, the Central
Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and the
Central Vigilance Commission (CVC).
The prevailing Acts and regulators
could have been strengthened and zero
tolerance policy adopted towards bribe
acceptors.
Black money which was considered as
ill gotten wealth is today perceived as
basically money accumulated on which
tax has not been paid. This black money
may be due to legal activities of service
providers like doctors or of businessmen
in trading and manufacturing or it could
be earned by illegal activities like boot
legging or sale of guns or commission
in hawala transactions. It may be a
deliberate and planned manner of tax
evasion. It may be due to persons not
having the wherewithal for compliance.
Demonetization will compel those who
put registration for VAT and Service
Tax on a back burner to get registered.
Demonetization per se may not be able
to stop tax evasion but it could gradually
lead to better compliance. There is a
section of tax evaders who do not pay
taxes as they would rather focus on
doing business and do not understand
the complexities of registration for
VAT or filing returns and do not have
access to consultants or cannot afford
them. Perhaps simplification of tax
structure for micro and mini sector
and exploring innovative ways to
make people pay their taxes with ease
is needed. Demonetization is not the
answer to end tax evasion.
We have laws like Benami Transactions
(Prohibition) Act, 1988 and the

Prevention of Money Laundering Act.
We need a system with good internal
controls for implementation of these
laws in the spirit and intent for which they
were implemented. Terrorist activity
is greatly funded by money laundering
activities. The demonetization exercise
could have stalled their activities but
only temporarily.
Fake currency printing is an activity
that is extremely detrimental to a
country’s financial health. The liability
of a Central Bank is restricted to the
amount of currency printed; but if
in circulation, there is fake currency;
credibility of the Central Bank records
is at stake. Authenticity of a country’s
currency
becomes
questionable.
Demonetization as of now, has hit
this Industry. Time will tell if the
counterfeiters can duplicate the new
notes.
Demonetization has slowed the
economy. Most sectors whether real
estate or jewellery or cement or retail or
agriculture are suffering.
The initial euphoria of seeing
demonetization hitting the corrupt,
terrorists and black marketers has
evaporated. The shoddy implementation
resulting in serpentine queues, pictures
of elderly and handicapped standing
for hours, reports of deaths in the
queues, shattering of dreams due to
cancellation of weddings, patient’s not
getting treatment and innumerable
inconveniences has made people
question the prudence of the move.
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However, an off shoot of this, is
that people are turning to the digital
world, digitization brings transparency
and reduces chances of corruption.
We have seen efficiency, speed and
zero corruption due to digitization
in the passport offices and regional
transport offices. A slow process but
with the cooperation of the masses,
a corrupt few can get vanquished by
a Digitized India. The government is
giving incentives to make people go for
digitization.
Impact of strategic decisions taken at a
personal level of say change of career
or at corporate level say to diversify can
be felt much later, so also, major policy
decisions impact will be understood
much later.
Any discussion today is on perceiving
the short term impact. In the long run,
time will tell us whether the move was
needed or not. In spite of the hue and
cry over this move by many, a survey
by in shorts in collaboration with
IPSOS showed that 82% of Indians
have welcomed this move. It just
shows that majority of Indians want
an eco system of tax compliance, good
business practises and transparency. If
demonetization, in the long run can
help do it, then so be it and history will
applaud this move.
sangeetapandit@simsree.net
The views expressed are personal
The author is the HOD finance in Sydenham
Institute of Management Studies,

Research and

Entrepreneurship Education (SIMSREE), Mumbai
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Analysis : Impact of Demonetization
PM’s great leap forward

A

bold,
decisive
and
revolutionary frontal attack
on black money by Modi
government on Nov. 8, 2016 meant
withdrawal of high currency notes over 85% of the total value of currency
in circulation. Though objectives of
the move are laudable but it has been
a disruptive Black Swan event. More
such fundamental big bang economic
reforms seem to be in the offing,
most important being the forthcoming
budget including implementation of
the GST regime. Though the process
involved enormous cost to the economy
but it has certainly generated fear in the
mind of black money operators.
Demonetization act appeared sudden
but, in fact, involved considerable
preparation. The drastic step was taken
when there was no financial emergency.
Only an atmosphere of heightened
uncertainties - both domestic and
foreign- prevailed. If successful,
demonetization can leapfrog the
Indian economy much ahead. But the
implementation of the move is posing a
big challenge. Cash crunch is becoming
prolonged much more than what was
expected, proving painful especially
for the poor, farmers, daily workers
and small enterprises. Corporate sales
have started declining. Exports are also
getting affected.
By illegalizing the high currency
notes, the root of the major problems
of corruption- black money and
fake currency- has been attacked.
Simultaneously, the country’s booming
under-regulated and virtually untaxed
grassroots economy is intended to be
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Ms. Kiran Nanda

brought into the formal set-up, thereby
facilitating widening of the dismally
low present tax base. Digitization and
e-cash are getting major boost. It is
difficult to give a definite answer as to
whether the digital drive can overcome
the cash crunch.

another setback by rushing into GST
implementation.

As the government was not able to
ensure bank accounts to entire 100%
of population prior to the issuance
of the notification, the move may be
considered arbitrary and contrary to
the right to equality as enshrined in the
Constitution.

• Constant assurance given is that the
cash shortage will end soon. But
how soon has become a question
mark. There prevails an ambience of
gloom over the retail sector. Luxury
spending has become the last priority
with people.

The objectives- eliminating the
black money, corruption, counterfeit
currency & financing of terror and
boost to digitization- are laudable but
whether these will be fully achieved has
become highly debatable. Black money
post-demonetization has started getting
generated even in new currency. This
has made the government change the
narrative from unearthing black money
to making India a cashless economy.
There is need to do both – taking action
against existing black money and also
changing the policy regime in such a
way that future accumulation of black
money gets discouraged.

• Indians have validated 82% of
bank notes rendered worthless by
Modi’s surprise move, undermining
the government’s estimate of black
money. The reality is that black
economy, black money and black
cash are being wrongly considered
same with constant flow taking place
to and fro between black money and
white money.

India’s crackdown on cash has also led
to delaying the pivotal GST tax reform.
Correcting the ambiguity, that has arisen
over implementation of GST w.r.t.
dual control or cross empowerment, is
posing a major challenge. The slump
in business activity due to cash crunch
has hit revenues of state governments
by around 20% to 40%. No wonder,
states have become hesitant to risk

• Cashless economy is being facilitated
with numerous measures including
sops, Aadhaar App., relief measures
for farmers, boost to rural schemes;
concessions for youth and job
creation; push for MSME sector
etc. Ration shops are expected to go
cashless by March 2017. No person
is stated to be denied rations if he or
she buys through payment of cash.

Status: Demonetization & After
• A miniscule 2% transactions are
digital in India whereas in the USA
it is 45%.

• Demonetization
has
created
unforeseen worries at the grassroots.
A mad scramble among political
parties to tap the impatience,
resentment and growing anger of
the common people has arisen.
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• Most provisions of GST Draft
Model Bill have been approved
by the GST Council. Only the
contentious issue of administrative
turf between the Centre and States
remains. On a positive note, the GST
network (GSTN)-- the information
technology backbone- has initiated
the process to migrate over eight
mn taxpayers on its system. This
step can facilitate providing checks
& balances for the success of
the demonetization move. GST’s
likely delay by few months in a
way can prove useful to economy
as well as Industry as by then the
demonetization’s short term pains
may hopefully get eased out.
• Money
garnered
from
demonetization is projected to
be spent on infrastructure and
people’s welfare schemes, a welcome
development.
• Job losses, already considered
critical, have started mounting
especially in the small enterprises
sector. MSME sector could take at
least three quarters to rebound.
• Centre is mulling changes in law
to make for harsher punishment
for ‘cheque bounce’ cases. Trades
associations
have
urged
the
government to consider this as part
of its steps to normalize business
post demonetization.
• Recently, a few controversies have
emerged like the RBI not in favour of
the control of payment settlements
to be with an independent regulatoras per the Watal Committee Report.
This can make it difficult for the
Finance Ministry to push for the
more significant changes in the
payment systems to make digital cash
become more accessible for Indians.
Another controversy is about misuse
of the Jan - Dhan and dormant
accounts that have seen unaccounted

money getting deposited following
the
demonetization
measure.
Bogus claims made have reduced
declarations under the Income
Disclosure Scheme. A bigger
concern is that the demonetization
process itself has started generating
new black money. Enforcement
Directorate is carrying on enquiry at
about 50 banks across the country.
Impact:
• Cash crackdown has clouded the
near term economic & political
outlook.
Ratings
agencies,
multilateral institutions, Finance
Ministry and RBI have slashed
India growth forecast for 2016-17
and 2017-18. Negative headlines
overseas are muddying India’s image
as a superpower in the making.
Decline in gems and jewelry, a
sector that depends on unorganized
manual labor, indicates that the cash
crunch is affecting employment. The
informal sector, which includes retail
trade & business, vending of fruits
& vegetables, repairs & maintenance
works of houses & buildings etc.,
is primarily dependent on cash
transactions. These segments are
also responsible for job creation,
especially of the unskilled labour.
Honest tax payers are being
constantly harassed for withdrawal
of their own money. This is
considered wrong especially when
such an action does not have any
legal sanction. Such restrictions are
unprecedented and hove not been
practiced anywhere in the world.
• Retail inflation has cooled to 2-yr
low in November on cash crunch.
But there can be hike in inflation
due to structurally needed essential
budgetary measures like linking of
railway fares to inflation rate and
providing incentives to promote
market economy. Currently, the
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Railways recover only 57% of the
cost of journeying a passenger.
Oil & Commodity price rises pose
another uncertain factor.
• Government has been alerted over
safety of financial data emanating
from a large number of digital
transactions. It has started work
on reinforcing preparedness of
the country’s IT infrastructure to
guard against cybercrimes and data
thefts. IBM has launched a state-ofart cyber security command centre
in Bengaluru to offer customized
security solutions to its Indian
clients.
• Indian banks and companies are
faced with short-term downside
risks due to the cash crunch.
Commercial credit has sunk to a 19year low as backlogs have piled up
at factories. Banks are preoccupied
with the task of exchanging currency
notes in an atmosphere of severe
cash crunch. Meanwhile deposits
have surged, pushing the creditdeposit ratio to a six-year low.
Fundamental issue confronting the
country is the ever-increasing NPAs
in the banking sector, which about
a year back, were estimated at about
Rs.3.76 lakh crore. Current estimate
is on a much higher side. The fear
is, if concrete steps are not taken
by the authorities, public deposits
coming to the banking sector as a
result of the coercive measures of
demonetization, may get squandered
in the form of loans, banking
advances, etc. to the corporates, who
may be responsible for the earlier
NPAs. Banks are seeking more time
to classify a loan account as substandard Ie allowing banks to get
full tax deduction on the provisions
made towards bad debts.
• MSMEs, If pushed into the new
regime without a well thought out
JANUARY 2017
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strategy to make them a strong
engine of economic growth, can
lead to millions of businesses
perishing with huge social & political
consequences. FISME President has
asked for a comprehensive ‘amnesty’
– a kind of safe passage in terms
of 1) Taxation (Direct and Indirect
Tax) and 2) Labour/Social Security.

etc.) is reported to go up by 10-12%
in budget. It is crucial that foreign
strategic investor’s stake in online
payments companies should be
capped- like in the banking sector—
to keep consumer data from being
bought by such investors. PM Modi
has promised more difficult reforms,
including higher taxes from markets.

• Expected fall in reality prices because
of demonetization has taken a huge
toll on property registrations across
the country. Construction industry is
facing multiple challenges including
drastic change in its functioning
because of implementation of Real
Estate Regulation Act and now
with added issues emanating from
demonetization. Most likely it is set
to go in for a consolidation phase in
FY18 and even beyond.

• Off late, the government has
become conscious of importance
of making laws up to date. To make
demonetization implementable, a
number of legal changes are being
made. GST compensation bill will
provide legal backing to the centre’s
promise to compensate states if
their revenue growth rate were to
fall below 14% in the first five years
of GST. Election Commission wants
a ban on anonymous donations
above Rs 2,000 to political parties.
Supreme Court has recently
decided to examine all aspects of
demonetization. It has drafted nine
questions and referred them to
a five-judge Constitution bench.
This establishes that nothing is
beyond judicial review. But a judicial
denouement of demonetization as
a policy has been avoided. Both
Centre and states have covered
significant distance on the path
towards rollout of goods and
services tax (GST) when they
cleared in principle the bulk of
GST laws. April 1, 2017 deadline
for implementation of
the
country’s biggest indirect tax
reform is almost ruled out as there
seems no headway being made on
the contentious issue of division
of administration between Centre
and states.

• As regards the agri - sector, a
touching cashless jugaad was recently
seen when farmers in a village in
Gwalior had to deposit 45 quintals
of paddy – worth Rs
- by way of
their children’s school fees. How can
a farmer pay hired labour in a digital
mode or homemaker buy vegetables
with swiping of a card. All this
seems oppressive burden upon both
the payer & payee. Positive news is
despite sowing of wheat got delayed
initially, the data finally shows that
farmers were successful in planting
the crop despite the cash crunch.
Overall wheat sowing is normal but
farm incomes have been hit because
of the cash crunch.
• Impact of demonetization on
2017-18 budgetary proposals will
be immense. Budget is expected
to be an expansionary one so as
to counter negative fall-out from
demonetization. Digital push may
facilitate both direct and indirect
taxes becoming reasonable at some
stage. Social outlay (health, education
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Some Comments
• Black economy is not the same thing
as cash economy.

• Authorities have failed to bring about
political consensus in support of the
GST policy. Political confrontation
has not only led to complications in
implementation of the present policy,
it would also cause harm to the
process of GST. Seems both policiesdemonetization and GST- may not be
easy to handle simultaneously because
of somewhat weak administration.
• Major impact has been on the rural
sector (about 70% of country’s
population), where the reach of the
banking organizations are minimal
and inadequate. Added to this, the
rural cooperative banks have been
kept out of the entire gamut, as
their inclusion is considered to result
in further generation of corrupt
practices.
• Demonetization is only a baby step
towards building a cash-less economy
as such an environment requires
more efficient operations and higher
productivity across the country.
• Fin-tech firms providing data
protection need to be given sops.
Only then they can expand their
reach. Only 50% of India has high
speed connectivity.
• India has lobbied for Moody’s ratings
upgrade but has not been successful.
The US agency is concerned over the
country’s high debt levels and fragile
banking system.
• Select opinion drivers’ comments:
- Steve Forbes, chairman and editorin-chief of Forbes Media: Calls the
demonetization move “immoral” and
an “awful act”.
- Gita Gopinath, Harvard Economist:
We are seeing costs without
seeing benefit… No benefits of
demonetization, as of now. It is not
possible to become cashless society
so swiftly.
- Shashi

Tharoor:

Modi

came

to
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power in 2014 promising to boost
growth, create jobs for India’s
youthful population and encourage
investment. His poorly conceived
demonetization has made a mockery
of these objectives, while bruising
his reputation as an efficient and
competent manager. How long it will
take for India to recover is anyone’s
guess.
- Jaimini Bhagwati RBI Chair professor at
ICRIER: Dip in economic activity
due to the note ban is likely to be for
a year, but the benefits, higher tax
revenue and greater probity, could be
sustainable.
- Pritish Nandy, Journalist: The ones
hurting today are not the corrupt,
but in fact, the victims of corruption
-those who voted against it….
According to the government, black
money is any money that is not
digitally transacted or taxed. By this
thinking, at least 85% of the country
owns black money’
- Nalin Mehta, Journalist and Writer.: It is
still too early to write the final word on
whether demonetization- in economic
or political terms- eventually turns
out to be just a ‘chuhiya’ or ‘bubbersher’ revolutionary change in the way
the hidden well springs of Indian
society operate.
- S&P: Demonetization has hurt
confidence in RBI- its reputation for
competence and independence.
- Rating
Agency
Moody’s
warns
Demonetization will result in rising
defaults by small and medium
enterprises in the loan against
property portfolio of banks.
- Rita Teaotia, Secretary, Department of
Commerce and Ministry of Commerce &
Industry: Exports are likely to face a
temporary slowdown due to the cash
crunch. Already, merchandise exports
witnessed a rise in only three of the
past 23 months through October.

SMEs, who deal mostly in cash,
have been particularly worried after
demonetization.
- Several expert commentators – including
Ajay
Shah,
Prabhat
Patnaik,
Swaminathan Aiyer, Manmohan
Singh and several others – given the
high dependence on cash transactions
in the Indian economy, the resulting
liquidity crunch, the diminished
purchasing power and the reduced
ability to transact is likely to result in
further slowdown of economy.
- T N Ninan, Journalist: Another
Mr Clean-… If any further anticorruption gambits, such as one that
attacks benami property holdings or
which gets seen as a return of “tax
terrorism”, causes further economic
chaos, then a suffering populace
might stop caring that much about
whether Mr Modi is clean or not; they
would focus on other, more pressing
concerns.
- Amulya Gopalakrishnan, Columnist:
Modi and his supporters share a
technocratic mindset gone wild and
see corruption, black money, tax
evasion as neatly defined problems
to be solved in a decisive stroke He
borrows an aura of competence
and efficiency from technology. He
doesn’t hesitate to use unbridled state
power to change social habits, carve
straight planks from the crooked
timber of humanity. But may be it’s
not the notes but the note-bandi that
will turn out to be radioactive.
- Manoj Goirala, Nepalese writer: If
the government wants to promote
digital
transactions
it
should
simply
implement
its
digital
India programme- which has not
progressed much.

changing and chopping of policy and
procedure shows the demonetization
project has been ill thought and
arbitrary.
- FM Jaitley: Demonetization is altering
the nation’s conduct and will infuse
more formal savings into the financial
markets instead of dead assets.
- London Economist says in its lead
editorial Modi Bungles.
In sum, India’s economic development
has to go long way. Its GDP is only
20% of China’s. Big bang reforms like
demonetization are urgently needed.
Only its implementation has been poor
which has led to people running for cash
rather than running away from it. Cash
crunch needs to be urgently tackled.
Besides, there is no indication that the
immediate costs of this move will be
outweighed by longer term benefits.
The costs include a real slowdown of
the economy impacting government
tax collections and earnings of honest
taxpayers; likelihood of recession
along with job losses and some loss of
credibility of the RBI and Government
because of poor implementation and
execution of the measure. On the other
hand, economic benefits in the short
term are going to be miniscule. Hope
is still there as demonetization move
is a work in progress measure. Unless
economic reforms to limit generation
of black money, particularly electoral
reforms and changes in rules and
regulations that presently provide great
discretion to politicians and bureaucrats
are carried out, the black money and
corruption problems can never get
solved.
kironnanda@gmail.com
The views expressed are personal
The author is the corporate Economist

- T K Arun, Editor, Opinion of The
E T: As many as over 60 circulars
till now by RBI on withdrawal of
Specified Bank Notes, which meant
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Demonetization, Demonising, Drama

D

Present: Economy – Disfigured, Defaced and Defiled
Future: Economy – Kya Sach Mein ‘Acche Din Aayenge ???’

Dr. Guruprasad Murthy

emonetization on 8th Nov.,
2016, the third of its kind,
that India’s long history has
known, announced by Prime Minister
Mr. Narendra Modi, rendered the Rs. 500
and Rs. 1,000 denominated currency notes
invalid as legal tender forthwith from the
midnight of the day of announcement.
The first demonetization took place in
the pre-independence era (1946) when Rs.
500, Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 10,000 notes were
demonetised. The second demonetisation
was announced in 1978 by the then Prime
Minister Mr. Morarji Desai and Rs. 1,000,
Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 10,000 were demonetised.
It is the purpose of this paper to identify
the immediate reaction and response of
society to the demonetisation decision of
8th Nov., 2016 and spell out the objectives
of demonetisation and assess the extent to
which the same can be successfully met.
The paper also addresses the question, what
after demonetisation?
Demonetisation – Immediate Reaction:
The latest demonetisation relayed at 8 pm,
on 8th Nov., 2016, through television media
created, undoubtedly, a flutter followed
by a clutter of various sorts. The question
confronting citizens was – what happens to
the cash - legal /illegal, black or white, as
the case may be which has been carefully
collected, amassed and preserved apart
from unlawful shielding (in some cases)
of the same from taxation? However,
the affected citizens were and are unlikely
to discontinue the conservation of the
unaccounted cash, which had escaped
taxation, for whatever reasons, by resorting
to methods limited by the financial genius
of the indigenous Indian mind. Thus, such
holders with big or small amounts of cash,
came out into the open, on 8th Nov., 2016
post 8:00 pm almost on an ‘as is where is
basis’, with large quantum of cash in bags,
pockets and as much as the hand could
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hold. Conversion into gold started almost
immediately because nearly four hours were
yet to be availed to put the ‘modus operandi’
of conversion into gold, into fruitful action
just changing the nature of the asset, held as
cash. There was exuberance which resulted
in a crazy, frenzy and tizzy behaviour
(perhaps irrational exuberance). This
resulted in hectic overnight business with
jewellers offering services to boost their
cash sales at the then going price of gold of
Rs. 30,500/- for 10 grams for a few hours.
The price of the yellow metal per 10 grams
slowly moved northwards. It is believed that
in the wake of dawn, price of gold (10 gm)
moved rather steeply upwards. The demand
for conversion of potentially, useless
or harmful cash (financially and legally)
continued unabated. It was the exuberance,
rational or irrational, throughout, perhaps
a herd mentality that was in motion. There
was no other creative method of disposal
of cash that could strike the holders of
unaccounted cash at least overnight.
After 8th November, 2016:
As the night receded and 9th Nov., 2016
dawned, the bullion market was badly
shaken and the jewellers stopped business
because they were advised to do so and also
feared punitive action. The price of gold as
announced by jewellers in the market went
up by more than 50%. The bank was closed
for a day (9th Nov., 2016) and people were
waiting impatiently for banking operations
to commence only to witness on 10th Nov.,
2016 serpentine queues and apparent lack
of planning of the management process by
the authorities, as well as inadequate cash
delivered by printing press / RBI at the
banks, non-calibrated ATM’s and above all
panic among cash holders of accounted and
unaccounted cash.

The issues confronting the holders of
cash were twofold:
1. What will happen to the hard earned
cash on hand of the said denominations?
and
2. How will the day-to-day cash
requirements be satisfied without
replenishment of invalid tender with
legally valid tender?
Government Action:
As a matter of convenience to society, the
Government allowed the acceptance of old
currency notes at Government hospitals
(eventually even private hospitals), chemist
shops, utility bills payment centres and
petrol pumps to list a few. Of course, the
question arises as to why particularly in
the case of hospitals only Government
hospitals were chosen. It was reported
later that even Government hospitals
were refusing to accept old currency notes
which was corrected forthwith. However,
the situation, which was simultaneously
dramatic and traumatic, had its toll on the
common man – gross disarray, lack of
planned governance and total confusion
and chaos - a pandemonium par excellence.
Undoubtedly, the issue was politicised by
the politicians using the so called common
man’s plight as the bait – ruling party as well
as the opposition.
Black Wealth and Black Cash:
The tentacles of demonetisation touches
only the cash base of Indian economy
which is a miniscule proportion, estimated
in the range of 6% to 15%, say 10% of the
total cash in circulation. Even if it is argued
that an expanded bank deposit base will
help to eventually understand the aggregate
money in the hands of people and improve
tax collection, the question is by what
percentage amount tax collection will go
up. Indeed in India, a bare 3% to 4% of the
population pay income taxes. May be less.
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However, cash to GDP ratio now a double
digit number for India may hopefully
come down to a single digit number on
the lines of other major economies. Yet,
let us assume tax collection will increase.
However, a major portion of black wealth is
stashed in non-liquid assets like bullion, real
estate, construction business et al.
The genius of the Indian population
perhaps has no-parallel when it comes to
financial matters. There were and are various
methods adopted by people even in the
short period available, following 8th Nov.,
2016 – 8:00 pm, to use the cash, invalid legal
tender, on hand to acquire durable and nondurable assets.
Avenues other than Gold:
While conversion into gold has been an
important diversion of cash on hand on
8th Nov., 2016, a variety of other proactive
legitimate methods (may be perceived as
reactive and perverted) were also deployed,
for big or small amounts, such as incurring
pre-paid expenses towards items incurred
on revenue account viz. salaries and other
payments, purchase of consumables for
longer periods of time (transaction /
precautionary motives) than usual (inventory
build-up), non-durables items accumulated
for consumption at a future date, purchase
of items, medicines as well as OTC
products from chemist shops and perhaps
other ingenious methods too. Of course,
there were perverted reactive methods
committed in petrol pumps and also people
waiting in queues as proxy for depositing
old notes and collecting new notes on
behalf of very high net worth individuals.
Yet another unique feature is the savings
account opened in the Jan-Dhan Yojana
which was available for use at competitive
rents to those who wanted to use such
account holders as proxy depositors with
adequate precautions taken by the original
owner of cash to ensure the withdrawals
can be made by the true owners only. In
the desperate last move, huge amounts
were just left in public places and in some
daring exploits, the police interjected to
seize huge amounts of cash (fake / genuine
as the case may be) across the country.
Thus, it will be interesting to estimate the

extent of conversion that has taken place
both accounted as well as unaccounted.
Accounted cash was also converted into
other assets, off banking windows, to avoid
queues in the bank and unaccounted cash,
of course, was hastily converted into noncash assets for apparent reasons. As a result,
both accounted and unaccounted cash have
mingled which is indeed a mixture of black
and white in action simultaneously. All the
collections in different counters of various
enterprises will now be reported as cash
sales prior to 8th November, 2016. Sales
can be reported even post 8th Nov., 2016
from those segments which were permitted
to accept invalid legal tender which was
deemed to be valid. The fear that the
Government assurance of no questions
asked for deposits upto Rs. 2.5 lakhs could
be eyewash already loomed large in the
minds of people. Therefore many persons
have ventured to convert cash on hand to
assets as described above.
The objectives of Demonetisation
include, inter-alia, the following:
1. Flushing the unaccounted stock of cash
from the country
2. Identifying the quantum of cash (black /
white / counterfeit) entering the banking
system and the residual of cash (black /
white / counterfeit) still lying outside.
3. Assessing the implications of revised
augmented deposit base of the banking
system in the post-demonetisation
scenario which can help in:
A. Recapitalisation of over leveraged
weak public sector banks
B. Improving
investments

levels

of

public

C. Increasing the levels of investment
effective demand in public /
private sectors through appropriate
inducement via instruments of
monetary policy
4. Identifying role of demonetisation as
a deterrence / corpulence to pre-empt
future generation of black cash.
5. What after Demonetisation!!!
Each one of the above objectives will
be discussed in turn.
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1.
Flushing the unaccounted stock of cash
from the country – Pros and Cons: Statistics
regarding the nature and extent of black cash
varies. However, holders of unaccounted
cash either deposit in the bank and face the
consequences or destroy and suffer a total
loss or resort to illegitimate methods of
devising a ‘jugaad’ to convert old notes into
valid legal tender at a discounted price i.e.
laundering with its own penal consequences,
if caught now or later.
Nevertheless, India is predominantly cash
driven economy and the proportion of
black cash as mentioned earlier is estimated
to be a rather inconspicuous proportion of
the total cash. Moreover, the unorganised /
informal sector has a preponderant role in
the Indian economy and accounts for a little
less than half of the total economic activities
and acts as a key source of livelihood for the
Indian population. It is believed that black
wealth is not really held in cash. There are
other assets which are preferred bullion,
land, real estate, construction and a few
others. Hence, even if the drive against
the cash component of black wealth is a
success, the extent of coverage of the black
cash portion of the unaccounted wealth
is rather limited if not innocuous. Yet, the
miniscule portion of the black wealth in the
form of cash is no excuse for not initiating
a purge – major or minor is discretion of
the decision maker /s. However, a caveat
is in order. Even in a normal purge, the
cleansing operation has to be successful
without undue dehydration or demise of
the anatomy purged. Otherwise the purge is
counterproductive and the remedy may be
worse than the disease.
According to the Ministry sources as of 8th
Nov., 2016, there are 8.58 lakhs crores of
Rs. 500 notes and 6.86 lakhs crores of Rs.
1000 notes resulting in total of Rs. 15.44
lakh crores. Thus, while the operation purge
is on, one has to ensure that, insofar as the
anatomy of the economy is concerned,
the operation has to be successful without
unduly dehydrating the economy. This is
far from the ground realities of the market
place. Following demonetisation the Indian
economy is almost totally bereft of liquidity
because 86% of the cash in the system (Rs.
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500 / Rs. 1000 currency notes) is withdrawn
without speedy replacement. However the
speed of supply of currency notes leaves
much to be desired. Considering that it
takes about one month to print 3 billion
currency notes of Rs. 500 denominations it
would take a minimum of three months to
print 9 billion notes. Yet this does not meet
the requirement. Assuming that all currency
notes scrapped need not be necessarily is
replaced in the said quantum, the time frame
is not days or weeks but months. Thus, there
is a wide gap between the demand for and
supply of currency notes now and also in
the medium term. Therefore the prevailing
situation bears testimony to the extent of
continued dehydration of the economy visà-vis cash.
Inadequate liquidity in the economic system
has caused gross disruption almost in all
sectors of the economy. The destruction of
the economy can be seen by the landslide
in business activity by at least 25% in some
cases (taxis, autos, restaurants, jewellers,
workers, property registration, retail, octroi,
agriculture, industry, service sector et al).
Already thousands of crores of rupees
of business are lost. In addition to this
dehydration, there have been deaths too
of persons waiting in the queues outside
banks. Crises in the immediate context
and medium-term too, will lead to an
adverse chain reaction. Demonetization
unsupported by a well-planned meticulous
road map for execution will spell gloom
and doom in the short end medium-term
without any guarantee or recovery in the
long term and the arrival of the promised
dreamy good days. The whole exercise of
demonetization will be rendered, defunct ab
initio and nugatory in toto. This is based on
the ground realities of the actual outcome
of happenings following the announcement
of demonetization on 8th Nov., 2016.
Moreover, those who have managed to get
their tainted cash or otherwise, converted
into cash at banks may feel comfortable for
now. However, many would rather prefer
destruction because the cost of disclosure
will be more than the benefit in terms of
the harassment (terrorised harassment) post
Income Tax returns filing for the assessment
year 2017-18 or even before.
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The recent announcement by the
Government or various penalties to be
imposed on assessed found guilty bear
eloquent testimony to the same. This is a
fact and whether it is good, bad, right or
wrong would be a value judgement.
2.
Identifying the quantum of cash (black /
white) entering the banking system and the
residual of cash (black / white) still lying
outside: An overview of quantum of funds
entering the banking system will help to
assess the residual cash (black / white) which
is still lying outside the banking system.
However there is always a danger that what
has not come into the system may find itself
through circuitous network a la Axis Bank
expose (Cashmere Gate exposé) back into
the system, through a process of laundering
before 31st Dec., 2016. Fortunately, it was
exposed. The nature and extent of the flow
of deposits into the coffers of the banking
system is anybody’s guess. It depends on;
to start with, what colour of cash the bank
receives. To the extent that people deposit
old white notes in the banks it is only a
substitution of old notes for new notes. If
deposits of old, illegal notes (unaccounted
cash) are a first time entry into the banking
system by the holder then pro-tanto the
black or tainted cash enters the banking
system. Again if the proxy depositors can
withdraw the cash and deliver to the original
owner to that extent black cash has become
white cash. However, demonetisation has,
at least temporarily helped to pulverise
terrorists and anti-nationals (naxalites and
cross-border terrorists). To what extent
this will be a permanent feature remains
to be seen because it is believed that a
neighbouring country, across the border,
has been as active as ever before.
3.
Assessing the implications of revised
augmented deposit base of the banking
system in the post-monetisation scenario:
After 31st December, 2016 the extent to
which bank can benefit from bank deposit
depends upon the spate of the withdrawals
which follow the cash crunch created
during the initial phase of demonetization
(November to December, 2016). If the

spate of withdrawals is very heavy both
for transaction and precautionary motives
too, the extent of bank deposits retained by
the banks could be curtailed accordingly. If
the white cash deposited by the public are
in the main withdrawn, then on a ‘netnet
basis’ there may no implication. Yet, it may
not be untrue to say that on balance, banks
would be flush with funds assuming that
withdrawals would be less than the deposits
and first time white cash depositors have
also deposited and last but not the least
the catchment areas of black money have
yielded fruits and responded positively
by depositing the tainted cash also in the
banking system.
The options open for deployment of surfeit
cash deposited with the commercial banks,
post-demonetisation, include:
A. Recapitalisation of over leveraged weak
public sector banks
B. Improving levels of public investments
and public sector investments
C. Increasing the levels of investment
effective demand in private sectors
through appropriate inducement
The above options are closely examined
in turn.
A.
Recapitalisation of public sector banks:
Assuming a bonanza of bank deposit
between 8th Nov., 16 to 31st Dec., 16
uses of funds stemming from the surge
of bank deposits is a challenge following
demonetization. The new, increased,
deposits are to be deployed in favour of
strengthening the capital structure of weak,
overleveraged public sector banks and
perhaps other commercial / co-operative
banks too. Now redressing the imbalances
caused by such past delinquents through this
fresh surge in bank deposit is once again the
use of the common man’s savings. The bank
decides to lend to rich entrepreneurs who
eventually are identified as doubtful debts
which become or is shown, in connivance,
as bad and then get written off from the
books of the banks and finally, for various
reasons, may not come back. The savings of
the common man are sunk in the balance
sheet of banks. However, these savings
have already been thoroughly enjoyed by
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the borrowers and also the lenders because
loans are not sanctioned without a quid pro
quo to the banking bureaucracy for decisions
in favour, of the rich and famous as well as
small and medium, borrowers. To say that
the banking system is not in complicity with
borrowers may be far from truth and out
of tune with the ground realities known
to one and all. However, once again now
to use the savings of the common man
to fund the recapitalisation exercise and
provide the sinews to the banking system
perhaps to repeat the same cycle of events,
a la the likes of Mallya, is unfair. This is a
paradox –‘Daridra Narayana’ subsidising
the rich and famous who, incomplicity with
the banking system and other stakeholders,
can avail of public funds and get away by
not returning it. Thus, it is a vicious circle
of public savings from the household
sector, going to enterprise via the banking
sector and then the latter unable to recover
or deliberately lets free the loan. Now, the
Government finds again an opportunity to
mop up, through demonetization, this time,
common man’s savings, to recapitalise the
public sector banks, only to transfer wealth
again, of the common man, to enterprise.
In all probability, with some degree of
certainty like the past, delinquent accounts
may be the redeeming feature of the future
too. This is to reiterate unfair and also not
consistent with the understood, ethical rules
of a true and fair treatment to the savings
stemming from the sweat of the brow of
the common man – which party is in power
is immaterial to the common man.
The gigantic levels of NPAs in PSBs are the
result of collusion between all stakeholders
– lenders, borrowers, bureaucracy and
politicians. The NPAs were identified by
the AIBEA at nearly Rs. 70,000 crores in
about 350-400 PSB loan accounts. Prior
to recapitalisation, the PM, Mr. Modi,
and his team need to be a pre-emptive
sentinel rather than preacher’s ex-post
facto. Historically projects have failed but
borrowers have flourished - a paradox but
true. The question is will Mr. Narendra
Modi the self-proclaimed sentinel of
nation’s wealth now set the ball really rolling
to pre-empt the recurrence of the chain
of events where common man savings get

reinvested in projects but borrowers get
away without adequate collaterals, thanks
to the nexus between vested stakeholders
(Basu, Debashish. “A chowkidar for state
banks.” Business Standard 19th Oct., 2014.).
This game has to be pre-empted without
political drama and blame game.
B.
Public investment programs and public
sector investments: The main problems
plaguing the economy are low level of
industrial activity, large unemployment
levels,
outdated
human
resource
management practices, poor productivity
and consequent lack of effective demand for
investment and the inevitable chain reaction
on consumption, savings, investment and
national income and other key economic
indicators like inflation, index of industrial
production et al. It is believed that overall
the investment levels and climate in the
economy is not improving. Infact it is
deteriorating over the last half decade.
The actual investment in all industries
from 2014-15 is just Rs. 2.71 lakh crore
against a visualised Rs. 31.93 Lakh crores.
The cumulative growth, between April to
August, 2016, in three important sectors
viz. mining, manufacturing and electricity,
has been .6%, -1.2% and 5.7% respectively
over the corresponding period in 2015.
The latest scenario in the manufacturing
sector is far from encouraging because the
demonetisation decision has resulted in a
cash crunch which has adversely affected
the growth of the manufacturing sector.
The Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) has
gone down to 52.3 as against the higher
number 54.4 for Oct, 16. This is indeed
a forewarning signal for the impact of
demonetisation on the Indian economy.
The Government plans to redeploy the
funds of the banking sector in favour of
public investment programs and public
sector enterprises to improve the levels of
employment and through that stimulate
the process of economic growth via capital
formation in different sectors of the
economy. Along with the same, there are
already certain initiatives like Make in India,
Start-ups, Digital India and skill India which
are spoken about and perhaps acted upon.
Public investment programs intended to act
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as a pacesetter to stimulate the process of
economic development and also drive the
change in the economic scene is a welcome
proposition. However, unemployment level
is also high and with a youthful population
at the helm of affairs of the world’s
largest democracy, tangible and verifiable
results have to be shown. Reinvestment
opportunities need to not only create
employment but also to contribute to
productive deployment of funds and help
in improving the value creation process and
additions to the wealth producing resources
of the country. The demographic dividends
of a young democracy should be visible and
tangible to sustain the youthful exuberance
. Of course, there is no doubt that public
investment programs, as John Maynard
Keynes said may also be directed to create
employment for employment sake and
“The government should pay people to dig
holes in the ground and then fill them up”.
It is earnestly visualised that this is not the
case. However, in a country with substantial
unemployment of very highly qualified
youth who are willing to do rather lowly
jobs to eke out an existence, the wisdom of
Keynes may come true and handy too. It is
hoped that the Government has investment
proposals in the pipeline to reinvest the
banks’, bonanza, and surfeit resources into
well thought of, carefully planned projects.
The new investment proposals should be
able to absorb the funds and simultaneously
justify the end results in terms of returns
of investment (internal rate of return or
marginal efficiency of capital) which exceed
the marginal cost of capital nay the minimum
acceptable rate of return. The internal rate
of return of new investment proposals
shall always be greater than or equal to the
cost of capital. If this does not happen the
social dimension of unemployment may be
alleviated but the economic dilemma of the
gap between the return on investment and
target rates of return would be a cost to the
country.
C.
Private Investments: Private investment
has not come up to expectations over the
last several years. The global meltdown, the
marvels of technology leading to a spate
of labour saving innovations in business,
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increasing use of robotics and diminished
green field projects in industry have all
contributed, in fact globally, to low levels of
private investment in the world economy.
This has definitely affected the employment
creation potential of the private sector. In
fact the very poor, snails, pace at which the
index of industrial production is growing,
bears testimony to the lack of effective
demand for investment in the private sector.
Among other things which influence (not
exclusively determine) investment decisions
in the interest rate. Monetary policy thus has
to play an important, though not exclusive
role, to stimulate capital formation in the
economy.
Assuming that interest rates are reduced,
let say by 2%, the tax implications would
result in an effective reduction of only
1.4%, given a marginal tax rate of 30%.
Interest rate reductions in recent times
are failing to revive the levels of effective
demand for consumption. The new normal
behaviour is contrary to such expectations.
In western countries very low and zero
interest rates have not been able to induce
levels of effective demand for consumption
and investment to new higher levels. India’s
experience of sustained reduction in the
rates by RBI, during Raghuram Rajan’s
tenure, is not very happy with respect
to inducement to consume and invest.
Further, even if interest rates are lowered
by the monetary authorities, will the banks
be ready to pass on the benefits of cheap
money policy to borrowers and enable
entrepreneurs to revisit their appetite for
risk and revive the inducement to invest. In
the recent past even when borrowers were
willing to pay higher interest rates, public
sector banks were not responsive to lend. If
that is so, migrating from cheap to cheaper
money policy is only a theoretical exercise
with no practical use.
From the above analysis, it is clear that in
the immediate context it should be noted
that private sector will respond if and only
if business environment is proactive and
is not coloured by volatility, uncertainty,
complexity and ambiguity. Further, no
entrepreneur will come forward to invest
unless his return on investment (IRR %) is
greater than the minimum acceptable rate
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of return (%). Enterprise is bound to add
a plus by way of premium to the cost of
capital in order to create elevated target rates
to justify the use of funds. This difference
is the gap between the risk free rate and
the expected return on market portfolio,
that is, the projects in which funds will be
reinvested. In addition, there are other
complications of computations.
Be that as it may, the emergence of cheap
and cheaper money policy perhaps,
enterprise may be motivated to revive the
levels of effective demand for investment
in industry. But, if enterprise themselves
are averse to the banking sector for a wide
variety of reasons the job is ill done. As an
alternative, then, the funds to flow into the
private sector may be used for sick units
rehabilitation, small and medium enterprise
in chronic need of working capital and
other segments of the economy which need
funds primarily to set their houses in order
rather than build new investment blocks in
industry which represent quantum jumps
in investment to further the process of
economic development.

Thus, demonetisation will only result in
finding ingenious methods of holding
wealth and give parallel economy a new
avatar and the status quo ex ante remerges
sooner rather than later including the
printing of counterfeit currency notes to
fund cross border terrorism by neighbours.
This is not surprising and is well-known
world over as a French traveller Tavernier
said “All the Jews who occupy themselves
with money and exchange in the empire
of the Grand Sergneur, pass for being very
sharp, but in India they would scarcely be
apprentices to these changers ”.

Once again for companies in the pink of
health public or private sector enterprises,
it is not the adequacy of cash (or otherwise)
but the ability to identify reinvestment
opportunities to absorb surfeit funds. And
this is lamentably missing.

Similarly it is believed that the counterfeit
Rs. 2,000 currency note is already available
as traced by the Police in Bengaluru and
reported in the Indian Express 13th Nov.,
2016. Hence demonetization cannot in
anyway change the mindset of a society
which is apprehensive of disclosing its
wealth for reasons well-known to all and
best known to holders of black cash. Thus,
demonetisation in any economy can address
only the stock or inventory of cash and not
the flow of cash even in the interregnum.
The survival or demise of the latter and
the former depends on the mindset and
mentality of the holders of black cash and
last but not the least, limited only by the
genius of the people dealing with money
and resorting to ‘jugaad’ of all sorts.

D.

E.

Identifying role of demonetisation as a
deterrence / corpulence to pre-empt future
generation of black cash: The assumption
that either tainted cash will not reaccumulate itself or counterfeit currencies
will not emerge is unfounded. The very fact
that several malpractices in the process of
conversion is taking place shows that the
mind-set of the Indian public is glued to the
idea of generating cash surpluses willy-nilly
black, white or shades of grey. For example
old cash notes, that is legal tender, are being
exchanged for new cash notes, which are
now legal tender, at a discount though.
The difference is the profit of the agent.
If the hoards of black cash get eventually
converted into valid legal tender there is
black cash already in the system.

What after Demonetisation!!!: Without
hazarding any guess, the success of the
post-demonetisation period will depend
upon how well the Government is prepared
to handle the task of productive deployment
of the surge in bank deposits to keep
India’s growth rate intact notwithstanding
the transitory disproportional ties which
have become an inevitable and imminent
concomitant of the decision of the Prime
Minister on 8th Nov., 2016.
In the broader context, the success of
demonetisation will be seen in time to come
post 50 days from 8th Nov., 2016 or even
later to experience the gains of pains on a
measureable basis. Nevertheless, it can be
said that the prowess of demonetisation
as a powerful instrument to initiate change
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and unleash the hidden capabilities of
the Indian economy and the population
depends on how soon the Government,
in the first instance, is in a position to
remonetise the economy. However, the
downturn in the Indian economy in terms
of loss of business, trade and commerce,
jobs in different industries across the subcontinent has badly damaged the psyche and
motivation of the population. Thousands
of labourers are rendered jobless and there
is consequent call back upon the rural
hinterland in the new demonetisation driven
mood of despondency, despair and doom.
This has to be addressed immediately
through
appropriate
socio-economic
policies which can rejuvenate the psyche
of work force. Therefore, the mind-sets of
the population have to be steered through
successfully during the pain period to be
proud recipients of the gain process at a
future date. Otherwise the job gets ill done
notwithstanding the laudable objectives of
the decision taken by the Prime Minister on
8th Nov., 2016.
According to the CMIE study, the
cost demonetisation to the economy is
staggering Rs. 1.28 lakh crore. Now, the
estimated notes in circulation, according to
the Finance Ministry, as mentioned earlier
of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000 notes, is Rs. 15.44
lakh crores. As of 1.12.2016 nearly Rs. 10
lakh crores have been deposited in banks.
Including all adjustments like CRR and cash
on hand with the Reserve Bank of India,
the notes in the aggregate outside the public
hands, in the banking system, is estimated at
Rs. 13 Lakh crores. And still cash deposits
are likely to come in. On 7.12.2016 Rs.
11.5 lakh crores is estimated as deposits in
commercial banks.
If the existing flows continue till the last
dates 31.12.2016 / 31.03.2017 the aggregate
cash deposited according to the authorities
may even be greater than or equal to the
amount of notes (Rs. 500 / Rs. 1,000)
impounded.
The implications of the above scenario
are many as presented below:
1. The adventurous claim that a windfall of
Rs. 2 to 3 lakhs crore will fall in the lap
of the Government from the RBI now,
may be defeated. Yet black cash would

be ubiquitous within and outside the
banking system.
2. In the circumstances the cost benefit
ratio of demonetisation comes in for
serious question.
3. In addition to the cash which has come
into the banks, there may be still a lot
of white cash (old notes) lying with
embassies across the globe, money
exchanges and foreign exchange dealers
all over the world, white cash in the hands
of citizens (residents and non-residents
Indian) who for various reasons may not
have deposited cash and may forfeit the
value to that extent. What happens to
these cash balance after the last date?
4. Large amounts of white may also be
in custody of the Police / courts on
account of cash seized due to the bank
robberies and similar delinquencies.
5. Cross border trade between people of
India and neighbouring border countries
like Myanmar, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Nepal, Sri Lanka and Tibet. In many
cases, Indian Rupee is exchanged and it
is possible that foreigners hold large or
small quantities of Indian currency (old
currency), normally used in day-to-day
buying and selling.
It should be noted that event after the last
date, not all cash deposited in banks so far
is white and not all cash lying outside, even
after the last date is black. Cash deposited
as well as cash not deposited that is to say
cash lying outside the banking system after
the last dates can be black, white, laundered
or counterfeit as the case may be. It is now
conjectured that the cash which may be
deposited in the banks post Nov., 10, 2016
could exceed the amount of Rs. 500 and Rs.
1,000 notes in circulation on Nov., 8th. Of
course the SBI authorities are suspecting
some double counting. Nevertheless, the
picture is unclear as of now (8th Dec.,
2016). In any case how much black cash has
been unearthed due to impounding of the
Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 notes will be known
after some data analytics is initiated and
analysed. The success of the purge depends
on how the regulators are able to distinguish
between the real colours of cash received.
There is no denial that the macro and
micro structure of the Indian economy
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is grossly disfigured defiled and defaced.
Infact as articulated by eminent economist
it’s a ‘tectonic’ shift in the financial, nay
fiscal, architecture of the Indian economy.
Demonetisation suddenly announced and
badly botched up at implementation stage
on all fronts ignored the ground realties that
India is still rural India, vastly unbanked.
Only 55% of the rural population have
bank accounts, with some areas in UP and
Bihar grossly unbanked and banks and
post offices available only at select spots.
While ownership of mobile is extensive,
less than 15% of population have access
to internet facilities. Further, cyber security
leaves much to be desired to justify shift to
the digital mode for transacting day-to-day
business by citizens. Thus an important
message is “does no more harm”. Always
think of the outcomes of actions, on the
vulnerable, before acting. As a recent TOI
article (6th Dec., 2016) “…..The superrich have expanded their wealth much
faster under this government, as the recent
Credit Suisse report shows”. The instincts
and impulses governing decisions should
ensure that the vulnerable are protected and
not the other way round that the privileged
and powerful are beneficiaries of Govt.
policies. Yet without being cynical we hope
things will move in a positive direction and
all the key macroeconomic variables like
GDP, consumption, savings, investment,
national income, production, productivity,
employment, value of rupee, foreign
exchange balance will be regained and well
sustained.
In conclusion, I hope this demonetisation
really works and major, pro-active, reforms
on the anvil are soon announced and,
this time, well implemented too so that
criticisms levied against the decisions and
implementation are disproved viz. despotic,
authoritarian, much suffering, less pain,
disruptive, unintelligent, not humane et al.
drguru1@rediffmail.com
The views expressed are personal
The author is Former Professor-Director, Jamnalal
Bajaj Institute of Management Studies, University
of Mumbai is presently the Professor-DirectorGeneral at Dr. V. N. Bedekar Institute of
Management Studies, Thane, India.
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Demonetization
to Channelise Nation Growth
Prospects
Dr P. Sekhar

The aim of this article is to explain that
the demonetisation a national priority
and tool for minimize the counterfeit
and black money in our country. This
action maximizes the deposits of money
in banking system and maximizes the
sustainable infrastructure development
for national growth.

The demonetisation of INR.500 and
INR.1,000 banknotes was a plan of
action adopted by the Government
of India on 8th November 2016. A
public statement was made by the
Prime Minister of India Narendra
Modi that use of all INR.500 and
INR.1,000 banknotes of the Mahatma
Gandhi Series would be removed from
the active use after midnight of that
day, and declared the issuance of new
INR.500 and INR.2,000 banknotes of
the Mahatma Gandhi New Series in
exchange for the old banknotes. The
main aim of this move was to curb the
counterfeit money and black money
menace.
INTRODUCTION OF COINS
Money, in some form, has been part of
human history for at least the last 3,000
years. Earlier in time, barter system is
an old procedure of exchange. This
way of exchange has been used for
centuries and long before money was
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invented.
Achaemenid Empire and Alexander
the Great also brought the use of
coins to India. Especially during 2nd
century BCE Indo-Greek kingdoms
minted (often bilingual) coins for
exchange purpose. Besides, Indian
king, Samudragupta (335-376 CE) has
minted most beautiful coins. Even
Romans started minting coins from
326 BCE and 6th or 5th century BCE
Coins introduced as a method of
exchange of goods for an agreed sum
of money.
Paper money is first tried out within
China in about 910, during the five
Dynasties period. Paper medium of
money makes its first appearance in
Europe in the 17th century.
In America the colonists in the 18th
century go to the length of inventing
a machine which can manufacture
white shell beads accepted as wampum
by their Indian trading partners. The
Romans have invented the cheque
format about 352 B.C. The concept
of writing and depositing cheques as
a safety way of arranging payments
soon disperse widely to England and
elsewhere, but not without resistance.
The first printed cheques are traced
to 1762 and British banker Lawrence
Childs. The world “cheque” also may

have take on form in England in the
1700s when serial numbers were
placed on these pieces of paper as a
way to keep track of, or “cheque” on,
them.
HISTORY OF
DEMONETISATION IN INDIA
 January 1946- Rs.1,000 and
Rs.10,000 banknotes, which were
in circulation were demonetized
principally to curb not accounted
money. After that during 1954 Rs.
1,000, Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 10,000
were reintroduced.
 The denomination banknotes in
Rs 1,000, Rs 5,000 and Rs 10,000
banknotes were again demonetized
more eminent way in January 1978.
 Denominations of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10,
20 & 25 paisa were in circulation
till June 30, 2011 but were then
withdrawn. While the 50 paisa coins
are still in circulation. They are
called small coins while the other
denominations are known as rupee
coins.
 So previously demonetisation was
done in India is almost 36 years ago.
Almost huge number of the Rs.500
and Rs.1000 notes under circulation
has been deposited back into the
banking system. This has resulted
in such a massive bonanza heighten
bank deposits. According to Reserve
Bank of India data, out of the total Rs
16.42 lakh crore value of bank notes
in circulation as on March 31, 2016, as
much as Rs 14.18 lakh crore, i.e. over
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86%, consisted of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000
notes. In terms of volumes, out of the
total 9,026.6 crore banknote pieces,
2,203 crore or 24%-plus were of Rs
500 and Rs 1,000 denomination.
SPECIAL FEATURE: – FACTS
ABOUT DEMONETISATION IN
DIFFERENT NATIONS ACROSS
THE GLOBE
In history, a very successful
Demonetisation operation was carried
out in Australia, Europe Union
countries, USA, etc.
Country Name

Step Taken

India

1946, 1978, 2016

The European Union

2002

United Status of America

1969

Australia

1996

The Soviet Union

1991

Zimbabwe

2010, 2015

Jhair

1990

Pakistan

June, 2015, Dec. 2016

North Korea

2010

Myanmar

1987

Nigeria

1984

Ghana

1982

England

1971

In recent history, a very successful
currency changeover operation was
carrying out task in Europe when
twelve EU countries brought their
single currency, the euro, on January
1st, 2002. In the first few days of
2002, participating countries circulated
about 8 billion notes and 38 billion
coins through 218,000 number of
banks and post offices and 2.8 million
sales outlets. During the same period,
governing authorities also collected
a large ratio of the 9 billion national
notes and 107 billion national coins.
COUNTERFEIT NOTES
& SECURITY PRINTING TRENDS AS DETECTED IN
THE BANKING SYSTEM
During the year, 632,926 pieces of

counterfeit
notes
were detected in
the banking system,
of
which
95%
were detected by
commercial banks.
Denomination
wise, detection of
counterfeit
notes
of INR.100 and
INR.1,000 increased
in 2015-16.

2014 - 15
Denomi
nation
(INR.)

Counterfeit
Notes
(number of
pieces)

2015 – 16

Circulated
Notes
(million
pieces)

Counterfeit
Notes
(number of
pieces)

Circulated
Notes
(million
pieces)

2 and 5

0

11,672

02

11,626

10

268

30,304

134

32,015

20

106

4,350

96

4,924

50

7,160

3,487

6,453

3,890

100

181,799

15,026

221,447

15,778

500

273,923

13,218

261,695

15,707

1,000

131,190

5,612

143,099

6,326

Total

594,446

83,579

632,926

90,266

The
government’s
currency exchange action to withdraw
Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 bank notes from
circulation as a way to demonetise
is being acclaimed by many banks
and experts as the utmost weapon
against black money. However,
demonetisation, as a systematic plan
of action, isn’t new and has been tried
to correct before with limited record
of success.
The cash crunch has impacted business
sector of several key industries and
can have a significant impact on the
“Cash on Delivery (COD)” model
of e-commerce companies in India.
The recent government push towards
a cashless economy will give hope or
courage more online payments and
reduce the total share of COD in
e-commerce
sales
from the present
high of nearly 80%
of total transactions.
India is highly a
cash-based economy
and near to 98% of
the total transactions
by volume and 68%
transactions
by
value are done in
cash which makes it
much more difficult
for the government
to keep a track of
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all these transactions. Demonetisation
is a tool was not only for removing
black money only but to change of
mindset of all Indians to move toward
miniscule cash transaction ratio
compared to cashless system.
The magnitude of cash in circulation
is directly associated or coupled to the
level of corruption. Inflation becomes
worse through the deployment of cash
earned in corrupt ways. The poor have
to bear the brunt of this action. More
circulation of cash also beefs up the
hawala trade which is directly wired
together to black money; counterfeit
notes and illegal business deal in
weapons. The below image shows the
percentage of consumer transactions
carried out in cash by volume and
value.
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GOLD & REALESTATE
WEALTH STATUS IN INDIA
The core vision of the Demonetisation
move in India is to make the economy
stronger and eliminate the parallel cash
economy which is unaccounted and
untaxed.
Indian Households hold have a lot of
gold as savings which amassed up to
20,000 tonnes for a historic high of
INR. 60 lakh crore (≈US$0.88 trillion,
US$ = INR.67.88), based on the gold
price INR. 3000 / gram. Besides
various estimates of gold with worship
places in the country could be 30,000
tonnes. Which in turn is more than
50% of the country’s GDP
Various government schemes on gold
will help in reducing the demand for
physical gold. As we know most of
the demand for gold in India is met
through imports, this scheme will
help in maintaining India’s Current
Account Deficit in limits.
The real estate sector will definitely
be affected by the Demonetisation
exercise, as it has traditionally seen a
very high involvement of black money
and cash transactions. In the past one
year, there have been a few positive
and potentially long-lasting positive
alters in the Indian real estate service
sector. The passing of RERA (Real
Estate Regulation and Development
Act 2016), the Benami Transactions
Act and now the Demonetisation move
will ensure that going forward; the
sector will drop much of its historic
taint and become more transparent.
Only players who carry their business
with integrity will survive. This bodes
well for end-users, who will be aware
of their rights, have the assurance of
not being cheated and will no longer
need to contend with constantly
rising prices. They will be able to buy
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properties of their choice at affordable
housing prices, in projects which will
assuredly be delivered on time.
DEMONETISATION: The process
of removing a particular coin or note
from circulation and announcing
officially it is no longer legal tender. In
order to understand Demonetisation
better let’s look at advantages and
disadvantages of Demonetisation.

 Money supply is expected to reduce
in the short run. As the new notes
get circulated, money supply will
gradually increase.
DEMONETISATION IMPACTS
ON THE ECONOMY
Tax: The rates of interest and tax
will soon come down mainly due
to the Demonetisation drive of the
government.

ADVANTAGES OF
DEMONETISATION
 Maximise elimination
currency circulation;

of

fake

 Minimize the illegal activities;
 Progressive shift to a cashless
economy with a greater focus on
electronic transactions is being
envisaged;

Deflationary Effect: Reduction in
money circulation can also have a
deflationary effect in the economy.

 Government gets a good amount of
tax revenue which can be used by the
government towards the betterment
of society by providing good
infrastructure, hospitals, educational
institutions, roads and many facilities
for poor and needy sections of
society.

Credit Impact across Sectors: A
significant impact in the short-run
will be on the daily/weekly wage
employment in the informal sector
like construction sector has one of the
highest employment multipliers. The
key segments of the economy where
cash transactions play a key role in real
estate, gold and the informal sectors,
which may face near term contraction.
With more money coming into the
banking system, deposit growth is
likely to get better and positively impact
the savings rate. The medium- to longterm gains are likely to outweigh the
short-term pains.

DISADVANTAGES OF
DEMONETISATION
 It may cause short-term public
inconvenience for those who have
to start running to the banks to
exchange notes, deposit amount or
withdraw the same;
 Printing of new currency new units
involve costs which has to be borne
by the government and if the costs
are higher than benefits then there
is no use of Demonetisation;
 If people have not kept cash as
their black money and rotated or
used that money in other asset
classes like real estate, gold and so
on then there is limited guarantee
that Demonetisation will help in
catching corrupt people.

Effect on Banks: Demonetisation
will automatically lead to more
amounts being deposited in Savings
and Current Accounts of commercial
banks. This, in turn, will enhance the
liquidity position of the banks, which
will be later utilized further for lending
purposes.
Impact on Bond Markets: Increase
in deposits can lead to demand for
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government bonds and other high
rated bonds in a situation, leading to
brought down bond yields. With an
influx of deposits, the rates will reduce
and the yields will be lowered.
Impact on Jewelry and Real Estate
Business: The decision of government
has been accept gladly by the jewelery
industry as demand for gold will rise
and people will have more faith in gold
than the currency notes. Hence it is
expected to benefit the industry sector.
Investment In Financial Products:
With more money coming into the
highly formalized system, the effect
is expected to be quite positive. Since
money is in white, equities will grow.
People will be paying more taxes
and would be willing to invest in
Equity linked Savings Scheme (ELSS)
schemes to save Rs. 1.5 lakh on taxes.
More investments can lead to more
wealth creation and better economic
growth. Since more money paves into
a formalized system, it will augment
into healthy practices like investing
in equity mutual funds for wealth
creation, on a long-term.
Effect on Online Transactions and
alternative modes of payment:
With cash transactions facing a
reduction, alternative forms of
payment will see a surge in demand.
Digital transaction systems, E wallets
and apps, online transactions using
E banking, usage of Plastic money
(Debit and Credit Cards), etc. will
definitely see substantial increases in
demand. This should eventually lead
to strengthening of such systems and
the infrastructures required.
Cashless transactions: With cash
transactions facing a reduction,
alternative forms of payment will see
a surge in demand, such as e-wallets
and apps, online transactions using
e-banking, and debit and credit card

usage. This should eventually lead to
strengthening of such systems and the
infrastructure for cashless transactions.
GDP growth potential: India’s
informal sector could be significantly
impacted by the Demonetisation,
especially in rural India, and it is
possible that this will reduce GDP
growth in the near term. There are
also short-term implications for
growth in cash-intensive sectors and
discretionary household consumption.
However, most economists expect the
long-term benefits of Demonetisation
on GDP growth to outweigh these
short-term transitional impacts of
Demonetisation.
Effect on cash-dependent sectors:
The below mentioned sectors are
expected to have moderation in demand
in the near term from the consumer
side, and a possible reduction in price
levels, owing to the significant amount
of cash transactions involved in these
sectors:
– Consumer goods;
– Real estate and property;
– Gold and luxury goods;
– Automobiles.

Support for Government Finances:
With some part of unaccounted
money making its way into the formal
channel, the government stands
to benefit from higher income tax
collections. This should help cushion
the government’s FY17 fiscal deficit
target. The announcement will move
the economy from the unorganized
to organized sector, dovetailing into
the GST architecture that is expected
to come on board next year. It is also
likely to enhance the government’s
ability to tax commercial transactions,
resulting in a structural improvement
in tax-to-GDP ratio in the economy.
Disrupted Social Activities: A huge
swathe of economic activity will
therefore be disrupted. Everything
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from marriages, funerals, festivals,
purchases
of
essential
goods,
discretionary household consumption
will be postponed and or cancelled.
Interdependence of Critical
Infrastructures
“The Nation’s health, wealth, and security
rely on the production and distribution of
certain goods and services. The array of
physical assets, processes, and organizations
across which these goods and services
move are called critical infrastructures.”
Be it through direct connectivity,
policies and procedures, or geospatial
proximity, most critical infrastructure
systems interact. These interactions
often create complex relationships,
dependencies, and interdependencies
that cross infrastructure boundaries.
WILL THE NATION BE
RICHER? (As per various surveys)
Outstanding high value currency
(lakh cr.)

14.2

Approximate incremental deposits
expected with banks (lakh cr.)

09

Minimum money that will not
return to the bank

03

CRR & SLR on the incremental
deposits

25%

Thus money available to
government at low interest rates
(lakh cr.)

2.25

Possible income tax on money
deposited in the bank

10%

Money to the Government by way
of incremental income tax (lakh cr.)

0.9

Total incremental money available
to the Government (lakh cr.)

3.15

SECURED GOVERNANCE
STRATEGY FOR TOWARDS
POSITIVE RESULT OF
DEMONETISATION
The ideal money in circulation has
to come to the banking channels.
So, in a nutshell, this scheme of
Demonetisation may have come as a
boon for Indian banks. On the one
hand, they may see a stimulated surge
in new account openings and on the
JANUARY 2017
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other hand they are already seeing a
surge in deposits. The large takeaway
for banks will be the betterment in
their operating margins. This could
be the big moment for the Indian
banking system. Liquidity and funding
remain the bright spots for the Indian
banking system. Banking System will
get a boost, as more than enough
money (new legal money) will enter
the system.
Eventually, the currency reform
should help to move economic activity
into formal channels, accelerate
financial inclusion, and increase
government revenue. The move could
raise government revenue to the
extent that Demonetisations helps
to move economic activity from the
informal to the formal sector, as more
earnings would be declared. It is
possible that this positive effect would
soon outweigh the drag on revenue
collection from lower short-term
GDP growth.

and people face every day. Secured
governance a concept offers a
framework for sustainable sector
development and a self-sufficient
developmental model with minimum
involvement and funding from the
government. Government’s role is
majorly curtailed to being a facilitator
– monitoring the progress of projects
and development through a pragmatic
approach. It lays emphasis over the
Private Public participation and is in
tune with the existing guidelines. It
streamlines and promotes
efficiency in the functioning of
the various aspects of a nation’s
governance, while facilitating allround development of the economy
and its people.

Demonetisation will lead to a big
set anew in our economy; funds
will be used for key infrastructure
development and growth. This money
is used to lubricate the key businesses
of infrastructure and related service
areas (transport, power, telecom,
tourism etc.) will become high priority
sectors for the government. So while
the collection of money looks rosy,
the key focus of the government will
also be to increase employment and
infrastructure development. Thus
money available for lending will be
much more than before.

It aims at balanced growth in all sectors
in need of better facilities, in a more
holistic manner, rather than focusing
only on say highways, or power or
any one of numerous other sectors.
While addressing any one of them, the
others also get due attention ensuring
all round development. It promises
more societal participation and benefit
sharing with transparency. Secured
Governance Compliments the present
PPP developmental model by ensuring
balanced participation of the private
and public sector taking advantage of
value and valuation of infrastructure
thereby yielding higher returns. This
valuation of infrastructure, which
grows many folds need to be shared by
the society and by the Government to
support infrastructure development,
ensuring balanced growth.

Infrastructure is indispensable to
achieve the main development
targets in India, such as urbanization,
industrialization, export promotion,
equitable income distribution, and
sustainable economic development.
India needs to urgently bridge the
infrastructure gaps that industry

Most people expect this money to be
used as the government’s contribution
towards infrastructure building. The
land value changes based on the
availability of infrastructure facilities
provided by the urban local bodies,
urban development authorities and
other service providing agencies
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for facilities like road, transport,
communication,
water
supply,
sanitation, electricity, etc.
Value and Valuation of
the
allied projects will make it a selfsustaining
mechanism
while
bringing unprecedented growth and
development with huge employment
opportunities for the region. This
valuation of infrastructure, which
grows many folds need to be shared by
the society and by the Government to
support infrastructure development,
ensuring balanced growth. Today we
find the valuation due to infrastructure
growth is not channelised towards
infrastructure development and results
in inequalities.
The idea is certainly not unique or
new. In 1946, all 1,000 and 10,000
rupee notes were called back. In 1978,
1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 rupee notes
were demonetized. 8, 86% of India’s
currency was invalidated in a great
Demonetisation effort that intended
goal to clean out the black market’s
cash supply and counterfeit notes
which completely disrupted the social,
political, and economic spheres of
the world’s second largest emerging
market. Despite having many positives
such as rising tax to GDP, higher
GDP growth, lower inflation, higher
financial savings, this demonetisation
move may not curb the root cause of
black money.
“This initiative addresses the ‘stock’
of black money but not necessarily
the flow/fresh creation of black
money unless some mechanism is built
to track the movement of the new
high-value currency notes. The act
of demonetizing high value currency
notes by government will improve
compliance and is an imp milestone
in the journey towards the vision of
becoming a cashless economy and
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PARALLEL SECTOR GROWTH DUE TO DEMONETIZATION

WHAT’S BECOME OF MONEY — BEFORE AND AFTER THE
‘DEMONETIZATION’? THROUGH SECURED GOVERNANCE

infusion;
 Further reduce the cash to GDP ratio
in the country by investing in digital
infrastructure and this helps to move
towards cashless economy.
 Govt. should clear its domestic and
international debts.
 The money should be released to key
sectors which need them the most.

The
money
coming
through
Demonetisation should be used
by government in reducing fiscal
deficiencies. Moreover the money can
be utilized in key infrastructural project
which would attract domestic and foreign
investor through Secured Governance
strategy. There is ample opportunity
for young, dynamic professionals in
enabling business environment and
impetus on infrastructure development.
The money can also be used for social
schemes which would enhance human
development.
drsekhar@microfoundation.net
vivews expressed here are personal
Dr. P. Sekhar is an acknowledged development
thinker having authored well-documented
series of 60 plus books on Secured TechnoEconomic National Growth. These books have
been a source of Global growth strategies.
This is well received in Government and
Management as it gives path-breaking analysis
on what they have and what they need, and
different growth oriented strategies for key
sectors to assess their potential.
He held a number of executive positions and
had been an advisor to various government
bodies for their strategic plans for National
Growth and Development.
He holds a Master’s Degree in Science with
a doctorate in Solid State Electronics and

free from black money. In this process
government, banks and RBI are
getting too much cash in their coffers.
The government is getting more cash
through taxes, penalties, savings etc. In
these the amount received as taxes and
penalties are assets of government and
can be used by government for various
purposes like :

 Infrastructure can be developed
which further helps in growth of
economy;

Nuclear Physics. He has developed over 200

 Can bridge the fiscal deficit to a
certain extent;
 Revival of ailing PSUs would give a
boost to economy and employment
opportunities.
 It can be used to bring down Nonperforming assets of banks by capital

Governance” developed by him offers a series
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path-breaking Technologies in IT and Security
and used globally. His concept of ‘Secured
of recommendations on various aspects of
multi-sectorial growth to meet the challenges
of the 21st century. He is a popular writer and
Speaker in many international and domestic
forums and magazines on various topics like
Smart cities, Blue economy with the concept of
secured governance.
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Demonetization : Indian and Other Countries
Ms. Ananya Prem Nath

T

he term demonetisation
is not new to the Indian
economy.
The
highest
denomination note ever printed by
the Reserve Bank of India was the Rs
10,000 note in 1938 and again in 1954.
But these notes were demonetised in
January 1946 and again in January
1978, according to RBI data. Since
less than 5 percent of population in
India had access to such notes and
most banks never had such currency
notes, demonetisation did not have a
big impact on the country that time.
The demonetisation effort being led
by PM Modi in India is that idea that
Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes should
be declared no longer legal tender,
to be replaced by other notes of
different designs and in one case,
denominations. The aim is to wash
the stock of “black money” out
of the economy and get it into the
licit, banked and taxable, part of
the economy. The microeconomic
effects here seem, to be beneficial.
There have long been concerns about
terror financing through forged notes
for example. There’s quite obviously
substantial tax revenue going
uncollected. And perhaps the biggest
effect is, that large portions of the
population feel that the basic system
is unfair. They’re locked out of that
easier world where matters are settled
in large amounts of cash, where tax
is not paid and where favours are
bought.

not dispense with the value of a
note—but one that simply replaces
the existing notes with new ones,
thereby addressing the issues of
counterfeit currency and black money.
In countries where currency notes
are demonetised, the denominations
simply disappear from the system.
While it has been argued at various
platform that we need to move away
from a cash economy to a virtual one,
this particular move does not really
connote the same as theoretically one
can, over a period of time, exchange
X number of old 500-rupee notes
for the same number of the new
500-rupee notes.
According to Financial Express; the
services segment is probably the one
that is impacted with greater intensity
as the decline in business levels is
irreversible. Restaurants, transport
operators and trade in particulars are
witnessing lower levels of activity
which will not increase once normalcy
is restored. Hence, unlike consumer

goods, where there can be a deferment
of demand to normal times, a meal
excluded today will not be carried
forward. The same could hold for
tourism too where plans would not be
deferred by regular tourists. Foreign
tourism, in particular, will be affected
the most as several tourist spots in the
country do not accept cards and insist
on cash, which becomes a nuisance
for tourists. This is one area that
will probably take some more time
to recover, thus impacting overall
production levels in the country.
Therefore, this exercise probably the
first of its kind given the scale is more
of a strong signaling mechanism, one
that sends out a warning that the
government will spare no effort to cull
out black money in the system. It will
definitely move people to the system
of using plastic cards and other online
and mobile applications in course of
time and hold less cash. Currency will
probably be held now onwards more
for ‘precautionary purposes’ and not

It
wasn’t
hence
exactly
a
demonetisation exercise—as it does
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‘transactions purpose’ or ‘speculative
purpose’ as defined by conventional
macro-economic theory. This will be
good for efficiency.

: “I have taken this step to free
the country of people who do
corruption, black marketeers and
black money,” the PM said.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
move to ban old Rs 500 and Rs
1000 currency notes on November
8 has triggered a fierce debate in the
country over the intentions of the
government. It has also united the
Opposition parties in the Parliament.
While the Opposition claim they are
against the decision as it has caused
enormous difficulties to common
people of the country and that it
could be a big scam, the government
says those who were earlier indulged
in corruption and dealt in black
money are now opposing the move.

3. Demonetisation
getting
maximum support from poor
and middle-class citizens of
India : “The biggest support to
the demonetisation has come from
the poor and middle classes of the
country. I bow before them. Your
dreams will come true,” the PM
said.

The demonetisation move has forced
crores of people across the country
to stand in serpentine queues at banks
and ATMs for hours. However, the
popular sentiment of the country
is still in support of PM Modi’s
decision. Here 10 things the Prime
Minister wants you to know about
demonetisation and its impact on
common and honest people of the
country. PM Modi talked about these
during a rally:
1. Demonetisation to make loans
cheaper soon : PM Modi said that
people have deposited over Rs 5
lakh crore since November 8. Banks
would have to release the deposited
cash into the market. Banks would
also have to lower the interest rates
to release so much money in the
market. Poor and middle classes
will get loans at lower interest rates
soon.
2. Demonetisation to free the
country of black marketeers,
black money and end corruption

4. Demonetisation is a big, timetaking and difficult task: On
the first day itself (November 8)
I asked for 50 days time. This is a
big task. People will have to face
difficulties. I had also said there
would be some inconveniences.”
Demonetisation has been done for
the welfare of next generation and
changing the fate of the country,
the PM said.
5.

Demonetisation has increased
electricity bill collection : Earlier,
cities used to struggle to collect
Rs 5 crore electricity bills. But
after November 8, municipalities
have started getting Rs 15 crore
electricity bills. Who were the
people not paying the bills? Who
were the ones not following rules?
Was it the middle class? Was it the
poor? Only those people, who have
high contacts with politicians and
officials, used to enjoy but after
November 8 they are forced to
repay all their dues,” he said.

6. Demonetisation to stop the
practice of giving donations for
admission to schools : Poor and
middle-class people are forced to
give their white money as black for
securing admission of their children
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to schools. This practice is going to
stop after the demonetisation.
7. Demonetisation
to
stop
corruption in realty sector :
People seeking to buy new houses
are forced to convert their white
money and give it in black (as cash)
to real estate agents. Some people
have destroyed the entire economy.
Note-ban is a punishment for
them.
8.

Demonetisation opposed by
people who promoted chitfund companies : Hundreds of
poor people had to kill themselves
after they were duped by chitfund companies supported by
some politicians. There are some
politicians who used to take cash for
giving election tickets. Such people
are now opposing demonetisation.
For 70 years, politicians were
concerned more about their chair
than the country.

9. Demonetisation to hit terrorism,
drug and fake currency rackets:
Fake currency note rackets
have been severely hit by the
demonetisation. Fake notes worth
crores have been used to promote
drug business and also buy weapons
for the terrorists.
10. Don’t get trapped by people
who want you to deposit their
money into your account : here
are people who are luring the poor
people and asking the latter to
deposit their illegal cash in their Jan
Dhan accounts. PM Modi warned
the poor citizens not to fall in such
trap as not only those giving the
money but also those depositing
black money in their accounts
would have to face the strict law.
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List of Countries That Have Tried Demonetisation
before India

citizens had time to exchange the old notes and get newly
designed notes.

Here are eight countries that tried demonetisation before
India...

4. Zimbabwe

1. Nigeria :

IMAGE CREDIT: FACTS.NG
During the government of MuhammaduBuhari in 1984,
Nigeria introduced new currency and banned the old
notes. However, the debt-ridden and inflation hit country
did not take the change well and the economy collapsed.
2. Ghana

IMAGE CREDIT: QUORA
Zimbabwe used to have $100,000,000,000,000 note. Yes,
a one hundred trillion dollar note! The Zimbabwean
economy went for a toss when President Robert Mugabe
issued edicts to ban inflation through laughable value
notes. After demonetisation, the value of trillion dollars
dropped to $0.5 dollar and were also put up on eBay.
5. North Korea

IMAGE CREDIT: NEWSARCHIVES
In 1982, Ghana ditched their 50 cedis note to tackle tax
evasion and empty excess liquidity. This made the people
of the country support the black market and they started
investing in physical assets which obviously made the
economy weak.
3. Pakistan

IMAGE CREDIT: WIKIPEDIA
The demonetisation that happened in North Korea in
2010 left people with no food and shelter. Kim-Jong ll
introduced a reform that knocked off two zeros from the
face value of the old currency in order to banish black
market.
6. Soviet Union

IMAGE CREDIT: QUORA
From December 2016, Pakistan will phase out the old
notes as it will bring in new designs. Pakistan legally
issued the tender a year and a half back, and therefore, the
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Mikhail Gorbachev ordered to
withdrew large-ruble bills from
circulation to take over the black
market. The move didn’t go well
with the citizens which resulted into
a coup attempt which brought down
his authority and the led to Soviet
breakup
7. Australia
IMAGE CREDIT: QUORA
Australia became the first country to
release polymer (plastic) notes to stop

widespread counterfeiting. Since the
purpose was to replace paper with
plastic and only the material changed,
it did not have any side-effects on the
economy.
8. Myanmar
IMAGE CREDIT:
MYANMARTRAVEL
In

1987,

Myanmar’s

military

invalidated around 80% value of
money to curb black market. The
decision led to economic disruption
which in turn led to mass protests
that killed many people.
The question that arises is why
demonetisation was required at
this point of time. There are certain
pros and cons of demonetisation.
(Source: Money Control)

Pros

One of the biggest benefits of this
move is that it is going to drastically
affect the corrupt practices. People
who are holding black money in cash
will not be able to exchange much
as they would be in a fear of getting
penalized and prosecuted by the
authorities. Enemies of the country
which are involved in counterfeit
currency and terrorism will not be
able to continue it further for quite
some time at least. The smuggling of
arms and dealing with the terrorist
will not sustain further as all of the
money will be on record now.
Secondly, the banking system will
improve as it will slowly head
towards a cashless society. Cashless
society will increase credit access and
financial inclusion. The existing white
money of people will be known to the
government and it will remain with
banks so that it can be put on loan,
and interest can be generated from
it (though interest rates would fall)
with a corresponding fall in Inflation.
Further Banking System will get a
boost, as more than Rs 7-8 lakh crore
base money (new legal money) will
enter the system. However, it needs
to be seen how much money actually
remains in the system, once the cash
withdrawal limits are eased.
Thirdly, it will reduce the risk and
cost of cash handling as soft money
is safer than hard money. It will
also reduce government liability.
Since every note is a liability for the
government, the old currency will
become worthless for those people,
who choose not to disclose their
income. Thus, this will extinguish

the form of extinguished RBI liability,
taxes and penalties.
Cons
The liquidity squeeze caused by
demonetisation will be negative
across sectors with high level of cash
transactions. Real estate, jewellery,
retailing,
restaurants,
logistics,
consumer durables and luxury
brands, cement and some segments
in retail/SME lending space will be
facing short term instability. Those
companies with high level of debt will
face more pressure and can face loan
defaults.
Secondly, there will be an added
replacement costs of currency. We
cannot ignore the increased cost of
operating ATMs need to be refilled
more often and also it will be a huge
burden on banks. Initially, it is very
difficult to create a cashless society
as more than 50 percent of Indian
population is not well versed with
card transactions. Also for these
initial months, it will be very difficult
to make cash transactions of a higher
amount.
Further, the penal provisions are
hefty enough to ensure that corrupt
practices will find it hard to take roots
again. Despite certain short term
troubles, demonetization is certainly
going to give a boost to the Indian
economy in the long run. As of now,
all of us should stand and support
this bold move of our Prime Minister
and help those needy, around us.
ananayap@medcindia.com
Ananya Prem Nath is Manager - R&D in MEDC

government’s liability to that extent.
It is expected approximately Rs 5 lakh
crore may come to the government in
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Global Trade and
Investment Trends

T

Dr. Prakash Hebalkar
his column focuses on trends in global
trade and investments in the past
month.

Donald Trump’s ascendancy to
the US presidency has left most
international leaders guessing
about the turn that US policies may
take. At one end, he has chosen
friends of the recipient country as
diplomats to Russia and Israel in a
clearly pragmatic move to improve
relations with those countries –
relations that had deteriorated
dramatically under President
Obama. On the other hand he has
repeatedly blasted China for its
international policies whether on
valuation of the Yuan Or their
bullying attitude to the South
China Sea which evokes American
exceptionalism embedded in the
Monroe Doctrine.
One area of uncertainty concerns
Trade. The following speculation,
arising from the legal situation
on the ground, in the leading
mouthpiece of
conventional
wisdom is illustrative:
America under Trump
Many foreigners blithely assume
that America’s system of checks
and balances will stymie Mr Trump’s
more radical tendencies. But for
trade, those checks and balances
are weak. The president would
have huge power to carry out his
threats, at least in the short term.
Under the Trade Act of 1974 he
could impose quotas or a tariff of
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up to 15% for up to 150 days against
countries with large balance-ofpayments surpluses (which modern
courts would probably interpret as
the current-account surplus). And if
Mr Trump were to declare a state of
national emergency, the scope of his
presidential power would extend to
all forms of international trade.
Never settle
Mr Trump’s actions could eventually
be challenged in American courts.
Plaintiffs might claim that he was
violating constitutional freedoms or
defying the original intention of the
laws he would invoke. But Mr Trump
may have the legal upper hand.
American courts may not intervene
to stop a trade war.
America’s
multilateral
trade
agreements are also more fragile
than they appear. To renegotiate
NAFTA, Mr Trump would
require approval from Congress.
To withdraw from it altogether,
he would simply have to give the
other partners six months’ notice.
After America’s formal departure, its
NAFTA commitments would live on,
enshrined in the domestic legislation
that implemented them. But those
commitments need not restrain a
determined president. After merely
“consulting” Congress, he could
abandon NAFTA’s (mostly) zero
duties and instead impose the WTO’s
“most favoured nation” tariff rates on
Mexican imports, according to Gary
Hufbauer of the Peterson Institute
for International Economics, a thinktank. For clothing and footwear,

these tariffs are high. But on average,
they are low: only 3.5%—not very
satisfying for a budding trade warrior.
He could avail himself of much
tougher tariffs by accusing Mexico
(or indeed China) of various kinds
of cheating: such as subsidising their
exports illegally or dumping products
on the American markets below
cost. Mexico or China could appeal
to the WTO, but that would take
time. The WTO’s dispute-settlement
mechanism is weighed down by a
backlog of cases.
Donald Trump’s trade bluster | The
Economist
On another front, Trump has expressed
a strong aversion to parasitic allies
like Europe. This will get reflected in
budgetary priorities and so will have an
economic fallout.
Dec. 15, 2016 7:18 a.m. ET
6 COMMENTS
BRUSSELS—European
leaders
are set to move forward Thursday
with plans aimed at stepping up
military spending, which officials
said is partly a response to pressure by
the incoming Trump administration
to shoulder more responsibility for
the continent’s defense.
EU Leaders Plan Military Overhaul
After Pressure From Trump - WSJ

On another front, Trump has
promised to focus on well-paying
jobs for Americans, especially
those with low education (high
school at best). Just where and
how those will come up is a matter
of considerable speculation. One
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view believes repurposing of jobs
will provide the answer.
In retailing, the most important trend
of the 1990s and 2000s was the rise
of warehouse stores and supercenters
that took tons of business away
from less-efficient competitors that
employed more people per dollar of
sales. This might explain why retail’s
share of overall employment started
falling in the late 1980s.
The decline seems to have stopped in
2009, though. It might have something
to do with retailers rediscovering the
value of in-person interaction as a
driver of sales. At Wal-Mart Stores
Inc. and elsewhere, there have been
tentative signs of a shift from
viewing retail employees mainly
as costs to be minimized to seeing
them as people who can help sell
more stuff.
And so while the BLS1 projects that
the number of cashiers will grow by
just 2 percent from 2014 through 2024
(slower than overall employment) it
figures that the number of retail sales
workers will grow by 7 percent (about
the same as overall employment).
BLS statisticians do not possess a
magical ability to see into the future,
of course, but one can see where
they’re coming from.
- See more at: http://www.
wvgazettemail.com/gazette-op-edcommentaries/20161210/justin-foxwhen-the-store-checkout-lines-goaway#sthash.tiKIMgXL.dpuf

In another dimension, there have
been alarmist writings in the
Indian press about the impact
of potential visa restrictions on
India’s IT services exports. Most
of these ignore both the lobbying
power of US companies in the US
Congress and the adaptability of
1 Bureau of Labor Statistics

Indian software exporters2
Donald Trump’s campaign promise
to crack down on visas for skilled
foreign technology workers has
a cheerleader in China. Robin
Li, the head of Baidu, recently
told a conference that he hopes
talented workers who are no longer
welcome in the U.S. will “migrate to
China and help China play a more
important role on the stage of global
innovation.”
.....
A recent survey of American
Chamber of Commerce members
in China found that “three-quarters
of respondents feel that foreign
businesses are less welcome than
before in China.” Robin Li’s warm
words aside, foreign workers might
wonder if the same goes for them,
especially given China’s longstanding
aversion to immigration.
Perhaps most crucially, tech workers
contemplating a new home after
Palo Alto have plenty of other
places to go. India is home to one of
the world’s fastest-growing and most
dynamic startup scenes. Southeast
Asia, with 280 million internet users,
a largely unhindered online culture,
and generous government support
for startups, also beckons. Canada
has been trying to attract migrant
tech workers from the U.S. with
promises of easier visas, a businessfriendly environment and a tolerant
culture.
To read the entire article, go to
http://bv.ms/2gAIl2U

On yet another front, Trump
will most likely veer away from
2 This author was the pioneer of
software exports and exploited
an interesting interpretation of
extant US visa laws relating to B
visas in 1980 to build the industry.
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the Kissinger-legacy of “see
no evil in the benign Chinese”.
Two facets of the inaccuracy of
Kissinger’s blinkered vision were
manifest recently – unfavourable
business conditions and military
domineering. This:
Fast food companies were early
major entrants to China nearly three
decades ago. As individual Chinese
grew wealthier, the opportunities
for tapping the Chinese consumer
market
appeared
to
grow
exponentially.
But
roadblocks
appeared: U.S. fast food chains
struggled with food safety scandals
in China, and other companies have
had intellectual property such as
trademarks stolen.
“We have seen a lot of U.S
companies struggling [with] their
China” operations, said Siva Yam,
president of the Chicago-based
U.S.-China Chamber of Commerce.
“The market is much more mature.
We have seen a significant drop of
U.S. companies going to China. …
On the contrary, they are coming
back here.”
American companies are cutting
back in China from Patrick
Chovanec’s Tweet

and this:
Sri Lanka to Sell 80% Stake in
Strategically Placed Harbor to
Chinese
Port of Hambantota on country’s
southern coast lies along important
trade route linking Middle East
and Asia - THE WALL STREET
JOURNAL
By GORDON FAIRCLOUGH
AND UDITHA JAYASINGHE
Dec 9, 2016 1:10 pm IST
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka—Sri Lanka’s
heavily
indebted
government
signed an agreement in principle
JANUARY 2017
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on Thursday to sell an 80% stake
in a deep-water port on the nation’s
southern coast, close to one of
the world’s busiest sea lanes, to
a Chinese state-owned company,
senior officials said.
Under the deal, a copy of which was
reviewed by The Wall Street Journal,
China Merchants Port Holdings Co.
would pay about $1.1 billion for its
share of the port and adjoining land
in Hambantota district.
Sri Lanka’s ports authority would
own 20%. Officials said they hoped
to complete the arrangement by
early January.
Washington could react warily,
depending on the details. The port, in
Hambantota, lies along an important
trade route linking the Middle East
and Asia. And China’s navy has been
stepping up its operations in the
Indian Ocean as it seeks to project
power westward.
“We will watch carefully,” a senior
U.S. official said. “These things do

have long-term implications.”
…..
“These hardbitten principles derive
from the conviction that law and
justice go no further than arms
can take them. They find their
clearest expression in the “Melian
Dialogue,”
wherein
Athens
makes a weaker neighbor an offer
it can’t refuse—join the Athenian
empire or die—then metes out
a harsh fate when the neighbor
does refuse. The Melian Dialogue
isn’t just a historical episode. It’s
a parable about the consequences
of too lopsided a power mismatch
against an amoral foe.”
………
“We don’t care about your stupid
FONOPs.” That’s what a group
of retired People’s Liberation
Army Navy (PLAN) officers told
an American interlocutor recently.
They referred, of course, to the
“freedom-of-navigation”
patrols
the U.S. Navy has undertaken in

the South China Sea of late. Most
recently the destroyer USS Decatur
mounted a challenge in the Paracel
Islands. But if not FONOPs, what
does get Chinese blood pumping?
“We care about our ability to project
power,” quoth the doughty seafarers.
“Law is only as good as it can be
enforced.”
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/
why-the-world-should-fear-thucydideanchina-18705

The article cited above concludes
with a lesson for India that
fully justifies the current Modi
government outlook that our
own strength begets fairness
and a better deal in international
dealings:
A China of Athenian inclinations
would be a domineering China, apt
to bully Asian neighbors that can’t
match up to Chinese diplomatic,
economic, or military might. For a
statement displaying a Melian tenor,
look no further than Foreign Minister
Yang Jiechi, who in 2010 told a
meeting of the ASEAN Regional
Forum: “China is a big country and
other countries are small countries
and that is just a fact.” We’re big,
you’re small—get used to it. Take
note, Asian countries, if you treasure
your rights under the law of the sea.

profitechconsulatants@gmail.
com
views expressed here are personal
The author is a public policy consulatnat
and President of ProfiTech, a strategic
consulatancy also Memkber of MEDC
Economic Digest Editorial Board
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Dr. Dnyaneshwar R. Waghchoure

O

verview of Agro Tourism

Agro tourism can be defined
as the ‘rural experience’
which encompasses a wide range of
attractions and activities that take place
in rural areas.The rising popularity of
Ayurveda has drawnmany followers
towards the use of herbal remedies for
better health.The herbal medicineshave
gain popularity because it does not
have any side effect and is cheaper than
other form ofmedicines. Rural areas are
treasure of information aboutherbal
medicine and traditional medication
techniques. These traditional healing
practices attract both domestic and
foreign tourists and promote rural
health tourism. Its key characteristics
include wide-open spaces, low levels
of tourism infrastructure development,
and opportunities for visitors to directly

Agro Tourism
HUB of Ayurveda for
National Growth
experience agricultural
environments.

and

natural

A major form of tourism is agrotourism, which refers to, “the act
of visiting a working farm or any
agricultural, horticultural or agribusiness
operation for the purpose of medicine,
education, or active involvement in the
activities of the farm or operation.
Agro tourism is also revolutionizing
businesses and prompting economic
development across the globe. The
government has implemented several
regional and state-wide development
projects to increase the effectiveness
of rural tourism/farm activities. India
government has also offered a wide
range of products and health based
services to promote tourism in the
remote rural areas.
Ayurveda in India

The origin of Ayurveda is attributed to
Atharva Veda where mention is made
several diseases with their treatments.
Later, from the 6th Century BC to
7th Century AD there was systematic
development of the science and it is
called Samhita period, when a number
of classical works were produced by
several authors and during this period
there is evidence of organized medical
care.
Use of plants as a source of medicine
has been an ancient practice and is an
important component of the health
care system in India.In west also the
use of herbal medicines is growing
with approximately 40% of population
reporting use of herb to treat medical
diseases within the past year.There are
about 45,000 medicinal plant species in
India, with concentrated spots in the
region of Eastern Himalayas, Western
Ghats and Andaman & Nicobar Island.
The officially documented plants
with medicinal potential are 3000 but
traditional practitioners use more than
6000. India is the largest producer
of medicinal herbs and is called the
botanical garden of the world.In rural
India, 70% of the population depends
on the traditional type of medicine, the
Ayurveda.
It is estimated that about 80,000 species
of plants are utilized in some form or
other by the different systems of Indian
medicine.The codified traditions have
about 25,000 plant drug formulations
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it can become a `2,800 crore industry,
Secured Governance – Agro – Tourism
for Economic Growth

that have emerged from such studies. In
addition to this, over 50,000 formulations
are believed to be existing in the folk and
tribal traditions.
Status of Ayurveda in India
The Indian government and nongovernment organizations have been
collecting statistics on the Ayurvedic
system in India and these data about the
manpower and institutional aspects of
Ayurveda have emerged
Reasons behind the Resurgence
of Interest in Ayurveda in Foreign
Countries


Holistic approach as opposed
to over specialization;

Concept of homeostasis as
basis of health in Ayurveda;

Importance of sensible life
style in harmony with nature, climate
and customs;

Use of natural resources as
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medicine to which our body system
is geared through predisposition;

Hazardous effect of modern
chemical therapeutic agents;

Deep
spiritual
thinking
of Ayurveda resulting respectful
attitude
towards
nature
and
itsecological balance.
Market Size of Agro – Tourism in
Maharashtra
Agricultural tourism has grown
to be a `13.14 croreindustries in
Maharashtra, despite not getting any
financial or marketing assistance from
the government. There are 127 setups across the state offering tourists a
chance to experience a slice of rural life.
“More than 3.3 lakh tourists visited these
agri-tourism centers in Maharashtra
in 2012-13, but the potential is much
greater. There are estimates that suggest
that, if 10% of domestic tourists in
Maharashtra travel to these destinations,

Secured Governance (SG) offers a
strategy for the Agro - Tourism to get
all the basic infrastructure development
with a negligible investment by the
Agro – Tourism HUB. The very
concept of “Secured’’ here implies a
secured convergence or knitting with
various sectors defining a growth for an
economy and employment. SG concept
focuses on strengthening the Private
Partnerships while substantially reducing
the involvement of Agro – Tourism
HUB developer. The developerwill
play a supervisory and a monitoring
role rather than getting entangled into
the nitty-gritty of big projects. Majority
of the investments will be made by
the other private entities or foreign
investors which would definitely require
huge bank funding. Now since most of
the developmental work comes under
private infrastructure and services the
banks may be in a position to fund such
projects.
Value and Valuation of the allied projects
will make it a self-sustaining mechanism
while bringing unprecedented growth
and development for the area of agro tourism. This valuation of infrastructure,
which grows many folds need to be
shared by the society and support to
infrastructure development, ensuring
balanced growth. Today we find the
valuation due to infrastructure growth is
not channelized towards infrastructure
development and results in inequalities.
The aim of Agro – Tourism HUB
includes attracting both domestic and
foreign tourist and development of
tourism allied activities to support
economic growth and development. A
developing specific service capability
for Agro – Tourism HUB is expected
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to attract further work. The HUB
will include a world class Ayurvedic
Healthcare service centre for all type of
diseases. Itwill enable prime contractors
and small businesses to establish in and
out of mini tourism HUB to deliver
sustainable revenue model and direct
and indirect employment opportunities.
Agro – Tourism HUB will to provide for
high quality commercial development
along Key Tourism destinations, which
serve as Mini Tourism HUB. This
HUB will be part of existing or new
development project. It will not only
facilitate public utility space for the
travelers but also promotes commercial
units generating employment and
revenue from the defined region.
Moreover, the HUB well equipped
with rural facilities and services in the
areas of commerce, communication,
connectivity, hospitality, transportation,
medical facilities, ATM etc.
CONCLUSION
There are many countries in the West
that have realized the opportunity and
potential in the field, and
as a result many successful
companies
based
on
Ayurveda and its traditions
have come up in the recent
past. There is an urgent
need for a ‘paradigm shift’
and to initiate necessary
policy
measures
for
India to achieve its target
of Rs.7,000 crores or
approximately
US$1.12
billion by 2020. At present
complementary
and
alternative practices are
adjuncts or alternatives
to
Western
medical
approaches.In
both
developed and developing
countries,
users
of

complementary methods also commonly
seek conventional care. The business
prospects amounts to a US$20 billion
ready market, which is growing at a
very fast rate and would become a US$5
trillion market worldwide by 2050. It goes
without saying that large portions of this
market would be centred in India being
the origin. The total size of the Indian
Ayurvedic market is Rs.5,000crore and it
is growing substantially at a rate between
10-15%, with the same growth rate
targeted for the next 10 years.
Agriculture HUBs will have state-ofthe-art facilities, at par with the best in
contemporary international scenario,
duly adapted for local conditions.It
needs a system to integrate economic
interdependence in today’s modern
societies which not only decreases
uncertainty regarding where risks begin
and end, but also help in judicious planning
and development of new empowered,
transparent
and
interdependent
Governance systems with higher degree
of society participation in nation building
Process. Agro – Tourism HUB projectcan
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become a driver ofeconomicgrowth by
generatingemployment for the youth.
Itwill growa variety of medicinal plants
and herbs that provides as ingredients for
Ayurvedic medicines made at the Agro
Tourism HUB as well as the treatment
of various illnesses, as well as maintaining
good health in the long term.

views expressed here are personal
Dr. Dnyaneshwar Ramnath Waghchoure
is an acclaimed Scientist and chief
promoter of Ashwamedh Group and
Trustee of Ashwamedh Herbal Research
and Development Trust at Kopargaon,
Maharashtra. He has written several guides
for farmers regarding Crop production and
pest management and published more than
1000 print media, “Agro literatures,” time
to time for guiding the farmers.Developed
new agro-technology for various crops such
as sugarcane, nursery seedling production in
turmeric, Ginger cultivation, Pomegranates
bacterial blight, Grapes second phase pest
and disease etc. He developed more than20
Herbal Ayurveda Medicine and produced
15 products for Human Healthcare.
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Maha Facts & Figures
MAHARASHTRA AT A GLANCE
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Item
(1)
Geographical Area('000 sq. km.)
Administrative Setup Revenue Divisions
Districts
Talukas
Inhabited villages
Un-inhabited villages
Towns #
Population as per Census–
(in '000)
Total
Males
Females
Rural
Urban
Scheduled Castes
Scheduled Tribes
Density of population
(per sq. km.)
Literacy rate (percentage)
Sex ratio (Females per
thousand males)
Percentage of urban population
State Income –
(At current prices)
State Income (` crore)
Agriculture & allied activities
(` crore)
Industry Sector (` crore)
Service Sector (` crore)
Per capita State income (`)
Agriculture - (Area in '000 ha)
Net area sown
Gross cropped area
Gross irrigated area
of which command area^
Percentage of gross irrigated
area to gross cropped area
Area under principal crops(in '000 ha)
Rice
Wheat
Jowar
Bajra
All cereals
All pulses
All foodgrains

1960-61
(2)

1970-71
(3)

1980-81
(4)

1990-91
(5)

2000-01
(6)

2010-11
(7)

2014-15
(8)

306

308

308

308

308

308

308

4
26
229
35,851
3,016
266
(1961)

4
26
235
35,778
2,883
289
(1971)

6
28
301
39,354
2,479
307
(1981)

6
31
303
40,412
2,613
336
(1991)

6
35
353
41,095
2,616
378
(2001)

6
35

355@@
40,959
2,706
534
(2011)

6
36

355@@
40,959
2,706
534
(2011)

39,554
20,429
19,125
28,391
11,163
2,227
2,397
129

50,412
26,116
24,296
34,701
15,711
3,177
3,841
164

62,784
32,415
30,369
40,791
21,993
4,480
5,772
204

78,937
40,826
38,111
48,395
30,542
8,758
7,318
257

96,879
50,401
46,478
55,778
41,101
9,882
8,577
315

1,12,374
58,243
54,131
61,556
50,818
13,276
10,510
365

1,12,374
58,243
54,131
61,556
50,818
13,276
10,510
365

35.1
936

45.8
930

57.1
937

64.9
934

76.9
922

82.3
929

82.3
929

28.22

31.17

35.03

38.69

42.43

45.2

45.2

2,249
585

5,780
1,078

19,377
3,756

68,861
12,326

2,43,584
32,711

9,50,771
1,22,932

15,72,037+†
1,57,477+††

553
1,111
576

1,732
2,969
1,168

6,224
9,397
3,112

22,554
33,981
8,811

64,942
1,45,931
28,540

2,63,512
5,64,326
84,858

4,48,077+††
7,52,708+††
1,34,081+

17,878
18,823
1,220
226$
6.5

17,668
18,737
1,570
422
8.4

18,299
19,642
2,415
718
12.3

18,565
21,859
3,319
1,076$$
15.2

17,844
21,619
3,852
1,764##
17.8

17,406
23,175
@
2, 955##
N.A.

N.A.
N.A.
@
3,137##
N.A.

1,300
907
6,284
1,635
10,606
2,349
12,955

1,352
812
5,703
2,039
10,320
2,566
12,886

1,459
1,063
6,469
1,534
10,976
2,715
13,691

1,597
867
6,300
1,940
11,136
3,257
14,393

1,512
754
5,094
1,800
9,824
3,557
13,382

1,516
1,307
4,060
1,035
8,985
4,038
13,023

1,551
1,067
3,288
865
8,059
3,413
11,472

N.A. Not Available
@@ Excluding 3 Talukas of Mumbai & Mumbai suburban Districts # Including census towns
+ First revised estimates(Base year 2011-12) † Estimates are at market prices †† Estimates are at basic prices
@ As per the recommendations of Special Inquiry Team (SIT) various committees/ sub-committees are formed to decide further line of action.
$ 1961-62
$$ 1991-92 ## This includes canals, rivers, nallahas, wells & lift irrigation in command area.
^ Command area created by Water Resources Dept.
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MAHARASHTRA AT A GLANCE

7.

Item
(1)
Sugarcane area
Sugarcane harvested area
Cotton
Groundnut

1960-61
(2)
155
155
2,500
1,083

1970-71
(3)
204
167
2,750
904

Production of principal
crops(in '000 tonnes)
Rice
Wheat
Jowar
Bajra
All cereals
All pulses
All foodgrains
Sugarcane
Cotton (lint)#
Groundnut

1,369
401
4,224
489
6,755
989
7,744
10,404
1,673
800

1,662
440
1,557
824
4,737
677
5,414
14,433
484
586

2,315
886
4,409
697
8,647
825
9,472
23,706
1,224
451

2,344
909
5,929
1,115
10,740
1,441
12,181
38,154
1,875
979

--

--

--

136.5

8.

Index number of agricultural
production @

9.

Agriculture Census Number of operational
holdings (in '000)
Area of operational holdings
(in '000 ha)
Average size of operational
holdings (ha)

10. Livestock Census Total livestock (in '000)
Total poultry (in '000)
Tractors
11. Forest Area (sq.km.)
12. Industrial Investment No. of projects approved
Proposed Investment (` crore)

----

(1970-71)
4,951

1980-81
(4)
319
258
2,550
695

1990-91
(5)
536
442
2,721
864

2010-11
(7)
1,041
965
3,942
395

2014-15
(8)
987
1,030
4,190
327

1,930
948
3,988
1,087
8,497
1,637
10,134
49,569
1,803
470

2,691
2,301
3,452
1,123
12,317
3,096
15,413
85,691
7,473
470

2,946
1,308
2,109
538
9,267
1,681
10,948
91,538
3,577
379

127.4

223.8

175.7

2000-01
(6)
687
595
3,077
490

(1980-81) (1990-91) (2000-01)
6,863
9,470 12,138

* Provisional

(2010-11)
13,698

21,179

21,362

20,925

20,103

20,005

19,767

4.28

3.11

2.21

1.66

1.46

1.44
(2012)
32,489
77,795
(2003)
1,05,611

(1961)
26,048
10,578

(1966)
25,449
9,902

(1978)
29,642
18,751

(1987)
34,255
24,830

(1997)
39,638
35,392

3,274

12,917

34,529

79,893

(2007)
35,954
64,800
(2003)
1,05,611

1,427
63,544

62,311

64,222

63,798

61,935

61,939

---

---

---

---

---

(2014-15)
18,709
10,63,342

(2015-16)
19,053
10,97,337

3,268
2,720
1,853
15
260

7,925
7,650
5,312
356
732

17,864
14,034
8,130
1,723
1,779

36,430
29,971
14,706
6,604
5,065

61,209
47,289
18,363
9,940
11,172

83,017
87,396
34,416
16,257
19,547

1,03,779
1,12,855
41,522
26,407
25,428

$

13. Electricity – (Million Kwh)
Total generation
Total consumption
Industrial consumption
Agricultural consumption
Domestic consumption

(2005-06)
13,716

# Production of cotton in 170 kg per bale in '000 bales

61,573*

@ Base : Triennial Average 1979-82=100

$ Since August,1991 to October
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Item
(1)

1960-61
(2)

14. Banking - (Scheduled
Commercial)
Banking offices

N.A.

Banking offices for rural
population
15. Education+ Primary schools
Enrolment (in '000)
Secondary schools
(incl. higher secondary)
Enrolment (in '000)

1970-71
(3)

1980-81
(4)

(June, 1971)

(June, 1981)

1,471
450

1,355

34,594
4,178
2,468

44,535
6,539
5,313

51,045
8,392
6,119

2000-01
(6)

(June, 1991)

(June, 2001)

5,591

6,294

3,627

N.A.

858

1990-91
(5)

(March, 1991) (March, 2001)

2010-11
(7)

2014-15
(8)

(June, 2010)

(June, 2014)

8,037

10,760*
2,914*

2,749

2,294

2,170

57,744
10,424
10,519

65,960
11,857
15,389

75,695
10,626
21,357

1,04,551
16,172
24,497

1,985

3,309

6,260

9,267

10,711

6,181

(1971)

(1981)

(1991)

(2001)

(2011)

( 2014)

16. Health Hospitals
Dispensaries
Beds per lakh of population

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

299
1,372
88

530
1,776
114

768
1,896
144

1,102
1,544
106

1368
3012
103

Birth rate @
Death rate @
Infant mortality rate @

34.7
13.8
86

32.2
12.3
105

28.5
9.6
79

26.2
8.2
60

20.7
7.5
45

16.7
6.3
25

1,402
3,087
108
(2013)
16.5
6.2
24

5,056

5,226

5,233

5,434

5,459

5,984

6,103

39,241
24,852
100

65,364
35,853
312

1,41,131
66,616
805

1,72,965
1,32,048
2,641

2,16,968 2,41,712
1,78,999 2,21,182
6,607
16,990

2,99,368
2,45,214
25,060

21,400

20,420

18,577

19,565

22
31,565
42
291

38
42,597
86
1,489

54
60,747
148
5,210

79
1,04,620
269
24,284

17. Transport Railway route length
(Kilometer)
Total road length (Kilometer)†
of which surfaced
Motor vehicles (in '000)
18. Co-operation Primary agricultural credit
societies
Membership (in lakh)
Total no. of co-op. societies
Total membership (in lakh)
Total working capital of
co-op. societies (` crore)
19. Local Self-Govt. Institutions Zilla Parishads
Gram Panchayats
Panchayat Samitees
Municipal Councils
Municipal Corporations
Nagar Panchayat
Cantonment Boards
* Provisional

20,551

21,451

21,064*

101
150
1,58,016 2,24,306
430
530
1,34,440 2,48,434

144*
2,25,721*
539*
3,38,074*
(2015-16)$

25
21,636
295
219
3
-7

25
22,300
296
221
4
-7

25
24,281
296
220
5
-7

@ As per Sample Registration Scheme

29
25,827
298
228
11
-7

33
27,735
321
228
15
3
7

33
27,913
351
222
23
4
7

34
27,920
351
230
26
111
7

N.A. Not Available

† Roads maintained by P.W.D. and Z.P. $ As per State Election Commission(As on 25.2.2016)
+ The source of this information has been changed from year 2011-12. The information is categorised as Primary (1 to 8) and
Secondary (including higher secondary) (9 to 12). Earlier the information was categorised as Primary (1 to 7) and Secondary
(including higher secondary) (8 to 12) and source for 2014-15. This information is U-DISE.

Courtesy : Economic Survey of Maharashtra 2015-16
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Women Enterpreneurs

We Don't Manufacture Bags,
We Pamper Your Needs

Dr. Anjali Tyade
Founder

L

practicing

pouches and organisers keeping in

homoeopathy since 1989 at Dadar

mind the daily products right from

- the heart of Mumbai city. Though

the plastic bags to the cosmetics.

she chose the field of medicine as

Instead of dumping it here and there

a career, Dr Anjali was an art lover

in your house or in your bag, carry it in

at heart and had keen interest in

much handy way. The travelling bags

creating something of her own. As

elsewhere have all the compartments

she continued with her academic

to keep even our smallest stuff but

and later on her full-time career

we still need another bag to carry our

as a homoeopath, Dr Anjali was

footwear, we understand these small

equally passionate about designing

difficulties and make more compact

arts, artefacts and handicrafts. As a

and handy bags for our customers.

student, Dr Anjali had participated

We have extended a helping hand

in various exhibitions and exhibited

for Swatch Bharat Abhiyan and

her products. She had started with

started making car bin bags and

pottery making, ceramic painting

food organisers. The food bags have

etc.

got

a capacity for food packets with

translated into a business venture.

water and dump in the bin next to it

Her immense love for accessories,

than on the road. This is the overall

vivacious colours and innovative

picture as to what we manufacture,

designing skills prompted her to

the showroom look, to see the go

create unique multi-utility organisers

down, you need to visit our shop!

iving in a small space comes
with its ups and downs. No
matter where you live, how
big your house is or how many rooms
you have, you will simply never
have enough closet space. Even
huge walk-in closets can often seem
smaller when they are cluttered. One
way to open up those storage spaces
and make them seem bigger is to
organize them. And the best part is
that you really don’t need expensive
closet organizers or a professional
organizer to come to your home.

Dr

Dr Anjali Tayade, one of the leading
homoeopaths in Mumbai, is a young
and vibrant entrepreneur who has
mastered the art of organising
space with her varied multi-utility
products. From introducing durable
and unique shopping and travel bags
to multi-utility elegant organisers, Dr
Anjali Tayade has perfect solution
for every household need that can
make your life much easier. Whether
you have just a small corner of your
home, or a whole room dedicated
to your crafting hobbies, you can
be organized and productive in your
creative endeavours, says Dr Anjali
Tayade.

Anjali

has

Gradually

been

her

hobby

and pouches to provide solutions
to every household need under the

Courtesy :

brand name ARTHITA.
When the word utility comes in
picture, we think of a holder for
absolutely anything, we as a brand
are into manufacturing these utility

Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Ecnomic Digest
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Dhanashree Gruha Udyog
Ready -To-Cook Food

How it started ?
They say ‘Eating is a Necessity but Cooking is an Art’.
And the one person who has mastered this art is 55 years
young BhartiVaidya, a sociopreneur based in Thane.
Taking the art of cooking to the next level by designing
‘Easy-To-Cook & Quick-To-Serve’ recipes bereft of
chemicals and preservatives has been the unique selling
proposition of Dhanashree Foods.
It started when at the age of 45 she had to search for a
job and earn in order to look after her ailing husband,
Mr. RajaVaidya’s medical expenses and education of two
daughters. With a resolve to start a business related to
food and cooking from home, the first product dished out
of her kitchen was Panchamruti Kheer powder. Taught
by a dietician, this recipe was considered nutritious for
women of all age groups. It was a difficult and lengthy
recipe to make at home daily, so people were on the
look-out for an instant version of this tasty and healthy
snack. Seizing this opportunity with both hands, the first
batch was produced which received an overwhelming
response. And then there was no looking back. Instant
Upama, Sheera, Chakali Bhajani, Laddoos were next
on the assembly line and were an ‘Instant’ success too.
Ready-To-Cook food items were not available easily in
the market 15 years ago. These items were not only tasty
and healthy but also time-saving and the portions were
sufficient to satisfy one’s groaning belly.

Maharashtra boasts of a rich cultural and culinary
heritage. A dialogue from a Marathi play prompted
Bhartitai to experiment and add items from the
Maharashtrian cuisine in the list of instant mixes. Initially,
staples like Aamti, Zunka, Pithle were introduced. In the
beginning she was a bit skeptical about her ability to
mass produce and market her products. Gaining fame is

JANUARY 2017

easy, maintaining it requires real skill and strong resolve.
Words of encouragement came from well-wishers like
Mr. Jayantrao Parchure, saying “You begin with the
production, rest all will fall in place”. And with spirit
filled wings began the journey of business expansion.
Minal Mohadikar is another name Bhartitai will be always
grateful to for her never-ending and unconditional source
of support and encouragement. Today, Dhanashree
Foods has around 50 different products in the market
ranging from Snacks, Dals, Rice, Upwas, Spices, Veggies,
Kheer and Dhanashree Juniors.
With vibrant presence at exhibitions and the right
kind of mouth publicity, Dhanashree Foods was able
to garner solid support from loyal patrons. By 2005 it
had successfully created a niche market in the heart of
Mumbai. Count of female employees rose from 2 to
11 between 2000 and 2005. Vinayak Adhye of Sahakar
Bhandar once happened to notice these items in a shop
and that is when Dhanashree Foods found a place on
the shelves of Reliance Sahkar Bhandar. With popularity
comes a lot of responsibility and accountability.
The time had come to fulfill necessary licensing and
documentation. Barcode, Batch Number, Nutritional
Information, Manufacturing & Expiry Date and all
other mandatory requisites were taken care of. Gradually
products started hitting the shelves of Big Bazar, Star
Bazar and many others.

Three To Tango

The Journey

52

Ms. Bharati Vaidya
Vice President

Just when business had gained momentum, Bhartitai
lost her husband in 2010 leaving a gaping hole. As
she was unable to focus on work, it was time for her
daughters Aditi Lele and Vidula Amdekar to step up
and take control of the business. Aditi’s friend Manasi
Joshi joined them last year and this young blood started
taking bold and innovative marketing decisions, began
exploring newer markets and sectors, monitoring

Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Ecnomic Digest
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changes in Government policies and
regulations, forecasting procurement
and production costs against volatile
raw material market. Production
now happens in two shifts. Bhartitai
personally monitors it as she firmly
believes in the philosophy of ‘There
is no substitute for hard work’.
With the rise in popularity of
Dhanashree Foods, fame and
accolades became routine for
Bhartitai. She received awards
and also got interviewed on the
television on numerous occasions.
But for her, one happy customer
equals all other awards put together.
And per famous chocolatier Jacques
Torres a.k.a. Mr.Chocolate, “Reward
is a happy customer – and an empty
plate”.
Along
with
entrepreneurship,
community welfare and social service
has been Bhartitai’s area of interest.
After founding the Thane centre
of Nana Palkar Smriti Samiti with
her husband Late Mr. RajaVaidya,
Bhartitai is now the Vice-President
and makes Day Care service available
to the elderly under this project.

Quality Management

What’s Next?

Maintaining highest quality standards
using the best raw material available
has been the guiding principle.

$$ Entering
the
international
market by exporting products
to Singapore & Australia since
August 2016, the goal is to cater
to food lovers and connoisseurs
globally.

Flawless Packaging is of paramount
importance in order to retain all
the flavors and aromas. It’s done in
a clean and hygienic environment
using Food Grade plastic and
aluminum foils. It is then vacuum
packed unaccompanied by any traces
of water or moisture. Highly skilled
and proficient manpower handles
this job with great finesse which
comes with years of experience and
passion for food.
Since Bhartitai always shared her
success with her employees and
treated them as she would treat
her best customer, most of the
employees have been retained since
the inception of the company.
Since a lot of time and resources
are invested in researching and
understanding market needs and
customer demands, the progress is
gradual and steady.
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$$ Recently
associated
with
e-commerce giant, Amazon
India.
$$ In the process of developing
an e-commerce portal to reach
masses efficiently and deliver
products quickly.
$$ Along with traditional marketing
methods, the company has
started to focus on using Social
Media and other digital platforms
for Branding & Promotions.
www.facebook.com/
dhanashreereadytocook
dhanashreegr@gmail.com
9619 154 140 / 7506 723 080
Courtesy :
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News in MEDC
IN
NTERAC
CTION W
WITH M
MSME S
SECTOR
R ENTE
ERPREN
NURS
16th Dec
cember 20
016, Mum
mbai

M
MEDC sttart to ggive in h
house gu
uidance to MSM
ME
EEntrepren
neurs. As a paart of th
his 1st in
nteractio
on
th
ssession w
was orgaanized in MEDC o
on 16 Decembe
er
2
2016. More than
n 20 MSM
ME entrep
ed
preneurss attende
tthis session. Ms. Sonali Jaakatdar, G
Gen. Manager an
nd
M
Mr. Suressh Ghorp
pade, Dy. General Manager interactts
w
with the MSME h
holders aand give them brief abou
ut
M
MEDC an
nd its activities. A
Also brief them ab
bout Govvt.
sschemes for MSM
ME sector and ho
ow MEDC
C will help
tthem to aavail all tthis sche
emes. Purrpose: Brranding o
of
M
MEDC and Public Relationss & making new m
memberss.

JOIN
N US ATT MED
DC’S U
UPCOM
MING EEVENTTS
WOMEN
N ENTREEPRENEU
UR’S

(आ
आम्ही उद्योिग
िगनी)

DEL
LEGAT
TION TO D
DUBAII & FU
UJAIR
RAH
(Spreaad Your Wingss Across The G
Globe)

24th – 28th Fe
ebruary 2017

4th
h OMA
AN PL
LAST 2017
21st Marc
ch to 23rrd March
h 2017

* Intternation
nal Plasticcs, Rubbe
er,
Ch
hemicals, Printing and Pacckaging
Ind
dustry Exxhibition

*

B2
2B meeting/ interractive se
essions &
Exhibition

For mo
ore detaills and reg
gistration pl. contaact
M
Ms. Pooja – 98695299491 / M
Ms. Sonam – 88987877833 ;
T
Tel.: 228442206/09 ; medc@m
medcindiaa.com ; mkktg@medccindia.com ; maktg1@
@medcindiaa.com
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News in MEDC
in Association
with

MAHARASHRA ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

VENDOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
FOR MSES AND STARTUPS


Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) is a Defence Public Sector Undertaking under the Ministry of Defence,
Department of Defence Production and is a leading shipyard of the country. MDL desires to expand the MSEs Vendor Base
for supply of materials and services required for various projects, as follows.
o

o
o
o

ELECTRICAL ITEMS
ENGINEERING ITEMS
HULL ITEMS
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS : Fire Fighting and Safety Gears,
Measuring Instruments and Tools, Hardware, Consumables,
Stationery, Linen, Furniture, Rubber, Plastic, Nylon & Leather
Prod , Paints, Chemicals, Adhesives, etc

o

SERVICES: Calibration of Test Equipments, AMCs for various
Equipments, BRCs for installation of pipes, Insulation, IT and
related items, Maintenance Contracts, Housekeeping and Gardening, Copier, Courier, etc.



All MSMEs are requested following details:


Name of the firm.



Nature of the business with product / service details.



VAT, CST, Excise, Service Tax Certificates.



Annual Reports for the last three years with ITRAs.



MSE certificate issued by competent authority.



Vendor registration certificate from any Govt. bodies / PSUs.

ENTRY
FREE

 The shortlisted/selected firms will be considered for on the spot
registration at MDL during the program.
 Interested Members may please confirm latest by 5th February 2017.
 No entry fee required but prior registration required.
The schedules of the Program :

START Ups & MSME :
16th February 2017 at 2.00 pm to 5.30 pm
For more details and registration pl. contact
Ms. Pooja – 9869529491 / Ms. Sonam - 8898787833
Tel.: 22842206/09 ; medc@medcindia.com ; mktg@medcindia.com ; maktg1@medcindia.com
Maharashtra Economic Development Council, Monthly Ecnomic Digest
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